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1 � Introduction 
 

This thesis studies how humour in narratives should be translated in order to retain the same 

humorous effect the target language. I translated three fragments taken from three different 

books by Bill Bryson that will serve as case studies on the subject. 

The first chapter deals with humour in general, or rather, general within the boundaries 

of textual humour. Since I will be focusing on Bill Bryson�s humour, I will then turn to 

humour in narrative. First, I will outline the ideas and theories of two of the most important 

modern humour researchers, Victor Raskin and Salvatore Attardo. Attardo�s theory in this 

chapter discusses the occurrence of humour in narratives, while Raskin�s theory was 

originally created to study jokes. Raskin himself, however, maintains that his theory can be 

applied to humour in longer texts as well. I agree and will try to prove his point with the help 

of examples from Bryson. I will do the same for Attardo�s theory.  

After the basic discussion on humour theory, I will dedicate the third chapter to Bill 

Bryson himself, and the humour he uses in his books. He has a very distinct style where his 

humour is concerned, and is especially keen on using hyperboles, irony and register humour 

to create the desired humorous effect. With the help of reviews I will describe and analyse 

Bryson�s style. 

I will then move on to a discussion of the problems and opportunities of humour in 

translation in chapter four. I will also incorporate an outline of another theory of Attardo, one 

that was created especially for the translation of humorous narratives. Patrick Zabalbeascoa 

created another noteworthy theory that incorporates some of the ideas of Attardo into a new 

approach.  

Finally, I will discuss three translated fragments of Bill Bryson�s books, taken from A 

Short History of Nearly Everything (SH) � on popular science � The Life and Times of The 

Thunderbolt Kid (LTTK) � an �autobiography� set in 1950s America � and Shakespeare, the 

World as a Stage (ShSp) � a sceptical biography of the famous bard. This final part of the 

thesis will be a practical application of the theories and thoughts presented in the preceding 

chapters. This is also the chapter in which I will discuss the problems the translator faces 

when translating Bill Bryson�s work. I will end my thesis with some final words. 
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2 � Ha, Ha � Theories on Humour 

 

When studying the different views and theories on humour and translation, it soon becomes 

clear that there are very few. Apparently, the study of the translation of humour is either 

relatively new, too complicated or both, because there have only been a handful of scholars 

who have tried to theorize the process. As Jeroen Vandaele puts it metaphorically, �the 

combined object of humour translation must have seemed until now so vast, disorienting and 

dangerous an ocean that few academic efforts were made to theorize the processes, agents, 

contexts and products involved� (149). That was in 2002, and there has not been much 

progress. Luckily, there have been two major contributors to the theorizing of humour 

translation. Their ideas are outlined below. 

 
2.1 � Opposites: What would Victor Raskin Do? 

In 1985, Victor Raskin published Semantic Mechanisms of Humour, in which he poses a 

formal theory for the analysis of jokes, something that had not been done before up to that 

point. His theory focuses specifically on jokes, although he mentions that, in principle, it may 

also be applied to longer humorous texts that contain multiple jokes (Raskin 45). Either way, 

Raskin is very exhaustive and thus provides the reader that is new to humour theory in general 

with a solid summary, regardless of the focus of his particular study. I will briefly summarize 

his summary, and follow with an outline of his theory, the Semantic Script Theory of 

Humour. (Despite the fact that Raskin�s book is almost exclusively on jokes, I will try to distil 

generalities that can be used for the analysis of humorous narratives as well. Since he claims 

that his theory can be applied to all kinds of humorous texts, this should not be a problem.) 

 

Humour is universal. Not everyone might laugh at the same jokes and situations, but all 

people �are capable of finding things funny, and laughing at them� (Raskin 2). However, in 

order for something to be labelled humorous by at least one person, there are certain criteria to 

be met. Some of those criteria have been labelled �accompanying factors� by Raskin. These 

are elements that may be present during an act of humour, but do not necessarily have to be 

(Raskin 11-12). With some help from Freud, Raskin comes up with the following 

accompanying factors: being in a good mood, warning the hearer that a joke is coming, 

getting the joke right away, being able to distance oneself from the humorous situation and 

any other circumstance that might positively influence the humorous situation (Raskin 12-14). 
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So, when reading Bryson, the best conditions for his humour to come across would include a 

cheery reader who is properly prepared for every joke, does not have to think twice about its 

meaning, is not personally offended and is perhaps enjoying a cool glass of iced tea in a 

sunny, green garden in the middle of a long summer holiday. Those would be ideal 

circumstances for someone to laugh at something comical. But then what does that actual 

�humour act� (Raskin 3) itself need in order to be successful? In other words: which factors 

that are external to the joke are indispensable for a humour act to �work�? Raskin presents the 

reader with six parameters that are essential: 

 

1 at least one human participant, but usually two or more (speaker/hearer); 

2 something needs to happen (stimulus); 

3 a hearer with sufficient life experience to get the humour act (experience); 

4 a hearer who is open to humour (psychology). This parameter is possibly linked 

with experience;  

5 �a certain physical environment� (situation); 

6 the right audience, i.e. people from a similar background and culture (society). 

(Raskin 4-5) 

 

When all these criteria are met, we are faced with a funny humour act, but if one or more 

parameters are negative, the instance of humour will be unfunny (Raskin 5).  

 Raskin continues to organize humour. After having presented the conditions for 

humour as well as the accompanying factors, he goes on to classify different types of humour, 

starting with the most elementary form and so moving on towards the most sophisticated form 

of humour. Going from the bottom up, the list comprises ridicule, deliberate ridicule, 

affectionate ridicule, humour at the speaker�s own expense, self-disparaging humour, riddles, 

conundrums and puns, and suppression/repression humour (Raskin 24-26). I must add that 

this classification is evidently created exclusively for the benefit of analysing jokes. Instances 

of humour in Bryson�s work, for examples, may well be labelled more generally with �irony� 

or �hyperbole�. Puns and conundrums are quite unlikely to be found in his novels since they 

are fairly straightforward in that respect, but apart from that category (I put them into one 

category; Raskin treats them separately), I believe the types of humour Raskin mentions are 

not restricted to jokes and might thus be relevant for our further discussion. 

 Finally, before the introduction of his own theory, Raskin outlines the three major 

classes that can be found in the field of humour theory. First, there is the cognitive-perceptual 
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theory, associated with incongruity (31). This theory is based on the assumption that many 

jokes hold certain truths that oppose each other, but �the two incongruent components are 

somehow brought together, synthesized, made similar� (32). It is this theory that forms the 

basis of Raskin�s theory of script opposition that will be discussed a little further on. The 

second group of theories on humour can be labelled social-behavioural and is usually linked 

with disparagement (31). Advocates of this theory feel that all humour has at its core hostility, 

superiority, malice, aggression, derision or disparagement (37), because laughter originated 

from hostility (11). Today still, people usually laugh at others and make jokes at the expense 

of someone else, because apparently, it is very hard to unlearn (22). The third category of 

humour theorists supports the psychoanalytical branch, also called the release theory. 

According to this theory, laughter and humour is a way for human beings to release stress and 

tension. It brings relief and a feeling of freedom from their constant being under pressure �to 

be logical, to think clearly, to talk sense� (38). This release theory is probably closest to 

Bryson�s approach to humour, since almost all of the jokes in his books are principally 

innocent and light-hearted. He does make fun of others occasionally, but none of those jokes 

can be classified as malignant. This most likely has to do with his apt use of irony rather than 

sarcasm. An example of this type of humour can be found in the fragment taken from LTTK, 

where he discusses the goings-on during the Iowa State Fair. In one of the pavilions there are 

�hundreds of keen young men buffing, shampooing and grooming their beloved porkers in the 

hope of winning a coloured satin ribbon (�)� (298). Bryson�s comment is a seemingly 

neutral: �It seemed an odd way to court fame� (298). Of course, the underlying irony is so 

heavy that many readers will fail to suppress a snigger. Still, although Bryson does make fun 

of others, it is done so tenderly that his use of humour is closest to the release theory, and not 

the social-behavioural category. Apart from that, to Raskin the above branches of theories do 

not contradict each other at all, but are rather complementary (40). Indeed, Raskin�s theory 

aims at capturing these three different attitudes towards humour at once. 

 

Raskin is a man of opposites. Or rather, his theory is. In the preface to his Semantic 

Mechanisms of Humour, he states that �deliberate ambiguity [underlies] much, if not all, of 

verbal humour (xiii)�. This ambiguity and oppositeness are the basic principles of Raskin�s 

theory, which he calls a �script-based semantic theory to verbal humour� (99), from now on 

referred to as the SSTH (semantic script theory of humour, an abbreviation also used by 

Attardo). The theory�s main hypothesis is both very clear and quite useable. The basic 
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principles can easily be applied to longer humorous texts, as well. His main hypothesis is as 

follows: 

 

�A text can be characterized as a single-joke-carrying text 

if both of the conditions [below] are satisfied. 

- The text is compatible, fully or in part, with two 

different scripts 

- The two different scripts with which the text is 

compatible are opposite (�)�  

(Raskin 99) 

 

The compatibility with two different scripts is called script overlap (104). A joke always 

begins with a standard situation that is compatible with one script, but at some point in the 

joke a script switch will occur: suddenly, the first script is no longer applicable to the joke, 

because of new information that was previously withheld. After the script switch trigger (the 

element that makes up the joke), the joke has to be looked at from the point of view of the 

new, less straightforward script. A script switch trigger always belongs to a form of ambiguity 

or some form of contradiction (115). The second script is the one that holds the joke, but only 

if it is in some way opposed to the first one (105). In SH, Bryson briefly covers the scientific 

achievements of one Count von Rumford. In his short discussion, a script switch occurs. This 

is how Bryson starts: 

 

�He became the world�s foremost authority on thermo-

dynamics and the first to elucidate the principles of the 

convection of fluids and the circulation of ocean 

currents.� 

(137) 

 
Thus far, it seems common popular science talk. Bryson uses no humorous devices, but 

merely sums up the achievements of Count von Rumford. However, what follows is an 

enumeration of inventions that seem so trivial compared to the findings Bryson just 

mentioned, that the reader needs to readjust his script. The opposition we find here could be 

labelled HIGHBROW/LOWBROW: 
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�He also invented several useful objects, including a 

drip coffee-maker, thermal underwear, and a type of 

range still known as the Rumford fireplace.� 

(137) 

 

Occasionally, it may happen that jokes have scripts that overlap fully, but according to Raskin 

these are quite infrequent, so I will ignore those. Moreover, there are no occurrences of 

completely overlapping scripts in the translated fragments below, either. 

Apart from the main hypothesis, Raskin discusses another important aspect of his 

theory: joke telling as non-bona-fide communication (100). According to Raskin, 

communication is non-bona-fide if it is not in line with the co-operative principle that Grice 

came up with in 1975. Raskin gives a clear explanation of the principle: 

 

�According to this principle, the speaker is committed to 

the truth and relevance of his text, the hearer is aware of 

this commitment and perceives the uttered text as true 

and relevant by virtue of his recognition of the speaker�s 

commitment to its truth and relevance.�  

(100-101) 

 

So, usually, a hearer will always look for the truth in the words of the speaker, because he 

believes in the speaker�s sincerity. Non-bona-fide communication occurs if the speaker 

deliberately tells a joke (or when he is lying, for instance, but we are still focusing on 

humour), if the hearer is waiting for a joke to come or if both the speaker and the hearer are 

prepared for the joke. Readers who are familiar with Bill Bryson�s work, for example, will 

tune into their non-bona-fide mode of communication, because they are aware that they will 

find humorous passages in his books. However, readers that pick up Bryson�s biography of 

Shakespeare without knowing it is humorous, might have to adjust their initial attitude of 

bona-fide communication to one of non-bona-fide communication. 

 

2.2 � SO LM TA NS LA SI: What would Salvatore Attardo Do? 

In 1994, Salvatore Attardo published Linguistic Theories of Humor, in which he laid out the 

General Theory of Verbal Humour (GTVH). It incorporated Script Opposition, but added 

other parameters. This first theory�s focus was on jokes, but in 2000, it was updated to be 
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used in longer humorous narratives as well and presented in Humorous Texts: A semantic and 

pragmatic analysis. This GTVH1 is the focus of this discussion. 

The main problem of Raskin�s theory, according to Salvatore Attardo, was that it 

looks only at Script Opposition. Although oppositeness is highly important in humorous text, 

Attardo felt the theory was incomplete, at least for his purposes. In his General Theory of 

Verbal Humour (GTVH), he broadens the range of Raskin�s theory by adding five extra 

parameters that help determine whether or not a joke is humorous: the so-called Knowledge 

Resources. Including Script Opposition, the KRs are: Logical Mechanism (LM), Target (TA), 

Narrative Strategy (NS), Language (LA) and Situation (SI) (2001, 22). In his theory, Attardo 

has a specific ordering of these knowledge resources and some are far more complicated and 

less straightforward than others, but for the purposes of this thesis it will suffice to briefly 

explain and give an example of each KR. 

Since Attardo himself confesses that the KR Logical Mechanism is the most difficult (2001, 

25), it will be discussed first. The idea is that the LM of a joke embodies the logic of that 

particular joke. Every joke can have its own logic, a logic that exists only in the joke and 

�(�) does not necessarily hold outside the world of the joke�  (2001, 25). Not every joke has 

to have its own specific �alien� form of logic, so the LM is an optional parameter in the 

GTVH.  

 The target of a joke is exactly that: the person or institution that is targeted. Given that 

humour is not always targeted at someone or something, TA is another optional factor in his 

theory. Bryson, although I stated earlier that I feel the release theory applies to most of his 

work, enjoys targeting. In the example below, taken from LTTK, Bryson speaks of his rival 

school from when he was still a child: 

 

�Kids from Riverview district went to a school so forlorn 

and characterless that it didn�t have proper name, but just 

a geographical designation: North High.  

(298) 

 

 Again, by using irony � although slightly bleaker than usual � he aptly aims his joke. And 

even if most readers will not be familiar with the particular school that is made fun of, most 

will know of a similar (rival) school from their own youth. The joke�s success lies in the 

targeting, but also in the fact that the target is fairly general and thus familiar with the 

audience. 
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The third KR on the list is NS, or narrative strategy. Every joke has to be told or 

written down in some form of narrative, be it a straightforward story, a riddle, or a dialogue, 

and the NS accounts for that (2001, 23). Attardo argues that although some might think so, the 

NS KR cannot be compared to the term �genre� (2001, 23), but I feel strongly that for our 

understanding of the KR this term will do indeed. However, for longer narratives this KR may 

not be relevant, unless parts of the narrative are looked at in more detail (an entire novel 

cannot be termed �riddle�, but a short passage taken from that same novel can). 

Number four of Attardo�s Knowledge Resources is language (LA). This KR holds �all 

the information (�) for the verbalization of a text. It is responsible for the exact wording of 

the text and for the placement of the functional elements that constitute it� (2001, 22). The 

two most important aspects of this KR are the notion of paraphrase (i.e. that there are 

hypothetically infinite ways to tell the same joke or anecdote without changing the semantic 

meaning) and the final position of the punch line (2001, 22-23). As an example for this KR, 

we can return to the previous passage concerning North High. Bryson could have worded his 

feelings in any way he felt suitable, but what he could not change, was the final position of 

the punch line. Had he put North High right at the start of his remark, the joke would have 

fallen flat. It is the surprise of the utter dreariness of the school�s name that is humorous. 

 

Situation (SI) is the final knowledge resource in the GTVH. Every joke has a subject, 

that is, every instance of humour is about something. Attardo describes that situation as the 

�props� for the joke (2001, 24). There will be times that the situation is described fairly 

elaborately, while at other times, especially where short jokes or wordplays are concerned, a 

situation is almost entirely ignored (however present, because there is always a situation). 

Attardo adds that this KR is not exclusive to humorous texts, since every form of narrative has 

a situation (2001, 24). Below is an example from Bryson where the joke leans on the situation 

to a greater extent: 

 

�I once saw a boy in a broken down car bail out while the 

ride was still running � this was the one thing you knew you 

were never supposed to do � and stagger dazedly through 

the heavy traffic for the periphery. As he set foot on the 

metal floor, over two thousand crackling bluish strands of 

electricity leaped onto him from every direction, lighting 
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him up like a paper lantern and turning him into a kind of 

living X-ray. 

(LTTK, 295) 

 

Here, the humour lies in the situation entirely. When unable to visualise the passage, there is no 

joke. Moreover, it is not the words that are funny necessarily, but the event. The selected 

fragments do not actually contain proper jokes that are not dependent on the situation. Overall, 

the passages rely on context and storyline, unlike context-ridden puns such as �what�s green 

and goes down the mountain? �A skiwi�. 

 

2.3 � Updated: The GTVH I  

The GTVH I was a theory created by Attardo in 2000 as an improved version of the GTVH. 

With this improved theory, the aim was to analyse any humorous text of any length (2000, 

28), not just jokes. Conveniently, it was especially created to discuss longer humorous 

narratives of the sort Bill Bryson has presented us with over the years. Still, Attardo maintains 

that there are not that many differences � where humour is concerned � between narrative and 

non-narrative texts (2001, 28). 

 I will first discuss the terminology that Attardo uses in his discussion of the GTVH I. 

Although he mentions that, humour-wise, there is not such a big difference between narratibe 

and non-narrative texts, it may still be useful to include a definition of �narrative�. The OED�s 

definition is as follows: � a spoken or written account of connected events; a story�.  For our 

purposes, we will consider Bryson�s fragments our narratives, even though they may not be 

complete stories as such. However, within any given narrative, Attardo distinguishes different 

levels which he calls micro, macro and metanarrative (2001, 80-81). The macronarrative is 

the main storyline of a text. A story or anecdote within the macronarrative is called a 

micronarrative. A macronarrative may consist of any number of micronarratives, while a 

micronarrative always consists of only one action or event (2001, 80). The metanarrative is 

every part of the narrative that is �above� the macronarrative, such as remarks from the author 

that differ from the ideas of the narrator of the text (2001, 82). The metanarrative thus always 

lies somewhat outside of the story. Figure 1 below illustrates the levels at which the three 

types of narrative work. Obviously, these levels exist in every narrative, not just in humorous 

texts, but they do influence the types of humour that may occur. On the level of the 

metanarrative, there may be humorous authorial intrusion in the form of remarks about the 
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storyline. Of the three levels, the macronarrative will probably contain the most situational 

humour, while micronarratives are ideal platforms for short narratives resembling jokes. 

 

Metanarrative 

(e.g. author interrupting storyline) 

↓ 

Macronarrative 

(main storyline) 

↑ 

Micronarrative  

(e.g. anecdote within main storyline) 

Fig.1 levels of narrative 

 

 When presented with a humorous narrative, it will be one of two sorts: either it will 

structurally resemble a joke, or it will not. In case of the first form of narrative, it will have a 

punch line, and when it does not, it will most likely be a narrative that is generally serious, but 

is interspersed with humour (2001, 29). Evidently, in the case of Bill Bryson we are dealing 

with the latter, but that does not mean that his novels cannot contain joke-like narratives. As I 

mentioned above, macronarratives consist of several micronarratives and some of those may 

very well be jokes or joke-like. Neither does it mean that novels, being longer narratives, 

cannot contain punch lines, as we have seen in the example from LTTK above. Such punch 

lines, however, should technically be labelled jab lines, since they do not appear at the very 

end of the entire narrative. More on that later. 

Jokes need a punch line, and sometimes punch lines seem to occur in longer 

narratives, but then how are longer humorous narratives organized if a punch line is absent? 

And can it be called a punch line if it occurs in the middle of the narrative? Attardo realized 

that there are different types of punch lines, and therefore distinguishes between punch and 

jab lines. The former occur at the end of jokes/narratives, while jab lines may occur at any 

time, in any part of the text. (2001, 82) Moreover, jab lines are different from punch lines in 

that they do not �disrupt the flow of the narrative� (2001, 82). In other words: they are part of 

the narrative. Punch lines do disrupt the flow of the narrative, because that is what they are 

there for. The punch line is in fact the script switch trigger that forces the reader or hearer to 

reinterpret the narrative he had been reading or listening to up to that point (2001, 83). So 

what I presented as being a punch line earlier was in fact a jab line (the North High example). 
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Although it technically occurred at the end of a joke, it was positioned in the middle of a 

narrative and did not disrupt the flow of the actual storyline. 

 Jab lines and punch lines can come in �strands�, defined by Attardo as a �sequence of 

(punch or jab) lines formally or thematically linked�, where a sequence is here defined as a 

minimum of three jab or punch lines (2001, 83-84). He goes on to distinguish between central 

strands and peripheral strands. We speak of a central strand if the strand is present throughout 

at least three quarters of the text. In the translated fragment below, taken from LTTK, for 

example, almost every joke has to do with the theme park he was forced to go to as a child, so 

that would be a central strand, should we consider that fragment as an isolated narrative. 

When we look at the whole of that book, though, we would have to consider the strand in that 

fragment a peripheral strand. Peripheral strands occur either in only one part of the text, or 

only a few times in an entire text (2001, 84). Again, in LTTK, Bryson regularly makes fun of 

a certain kid from his neighbourhood called Milton Milton, but not so much that it can be 

called a central strand. I dare say that a peripheral strand (such as the Milton Milton jokes) 

might very well be regarded as so-called running gags, because they are recurrent and not 

necessarily a vital part of the narrative. Another term that Attardo has coined is also, in my 

view, closely related to the idea of the running gag: the stack. A stack is a �group of strands 

that [is] thematically or formally related� (2001, 86). In the case of Bill Bryson�s work as a 

whole, the comic anecdotes about Bryson�s good friend Katz (present in LTTK, but also in 

Neither Here Nor There and A Walk in the Woods, for example) may be considered stacks. 

Throughout his books, Bryson repeatedly refers to Katz, a long-time friend of his, in the form 

of funny anecdotes or comical intermezzos (Katz is usually portrayed as a grumpy, rigid, but 

ultimately endearing old fool). All the instances where Katz is written about in one book can 

be grouped together as one strand. Then, if you take all the strands about Katz from all 

Bryson�s different travelogues and put them together, you have a stack. As such, a stack 

might also be called a humorous theme. 

Apart from stacks and strands, any narrative consists of three basic structural 

elements. First, the narrative is set up; then, there is a disruption of the equilibrium; finally, 

the equilibrium is restored (2001, 88). Note that this goes for any narrative, not just humorous 

ones. Within this basic structure, a humorous text may be serious with humorous elements (in 

that case the plot is serious), or it may be a humorous text with serious elements in it (in that 

case, the plot is a humorous one).  In the case of the latter type of narrative, the serious 

passages can have several functions within the rest of the text. Often, they are a set up for 

jokes in that they create certain expectations that can thus later be violated. Another 
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possibility might be that the serious passages are inserted to develop the storyline of the 

narrative. It is often the case that narratives that are considered humorous are in fact serious 

stories where humour is added. A final reason for a humorous text to contain serious passages 

is for the purpose of �serious relief� (2001, 89) (as opposed to the more common notion of 

�comic relief�). Such instances can be deemed necessary to create depth or put forward morals 

(2001, 88-89). The three selected books for this thesis do not necessarily have a plot (they all 

consist of separate anecdotes), but they do belong to the category of the serious plots with 

added humour. This makes perfect sense, especially where SH and ShSp are concerned, since 

these publications are based on facts. 

 The final aspect of Attardo�s theory that should be discussed here is the difference 

between plots and fabulae. The plot of a story are the events in the order they appear in the 

narrative, while the fabula of a narrative are all the events that happen put in chronological 

order (2001, 92 � my emphasis). So first, there are the narrative structures that are similar to 

jokes (2001, 92), meaning that they end in a punch line. In this case, the narrative is basically 

serious, but the switch that occurs in the punch line is funny, so it is the plot that is humorous, 

not the fabula necessarily, although where jokes are concerned they often overlap. In the case 

of Bryson they do so, too, and thus the fragments do not differ much in plot and fabula. 

 There are also metanarrative plots. In line with what was briefly explained earlier, 

these types of plots do not follow the structure of a joke, but they manage to break the entire 

structure of the narrative and that way � in the case of humorous narratives � establish a 

humorous effect (2001, 94). Metanarrative plots step outside the narrative as such and play 

with the conventions of storytelling. It was established earlier that metanarratives stand 

�above� the standard narrative of a text, and may consist of remarks by the author, for 

example. Another possibility is that the author lets reality interfere with the story. There are 

no metanarrative plots in Bryson�s work, because none of his books are novels as such. Their 

plots can therefore not be disrupted, because there really are none. What does occur in 

Bryson�s work rather often is a metanarrative disruption (so not a disruption of the entire 

plot/structure of the text, but only part of it). Metanarrative disruption occurs when the author 

comments on the narrative itself, within the narrative (2001, 96). Attardo mentions that this is 

usually done quite subtly, and he may be very right, but in the case of Bryson, the 

metanarrative disruptions are often quite obvious and an important source of humour in his 

books. In his travelogues, for example, he continually remarks on his own adventures, and in 

both SH and ShSp, the instances where he stops and comments on what he is actually writing 

(i.e. what actually happened) are the most amusing. In the fragment taken from ShSp, Bryson 
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discusses a medieval letter from a son to his father that covered the goings-on in a London 

theatre. The author of the letter wrote that one actor fired a musket and in doing so 

accidentally killed a spectator. The metanarrative disruption that follows is highly humorous: 

 

�It is astounding to suppose that actors were firing live 

muskets (�) in the confined space of a theatre, but if so, 

one wonders where they were hoping the musket ball 

would lodge.� 

(68) 

 

  Once again, some plots have humorous fabulae, but that�s not the case in the books of 

Bill Bryson. His narratives are not humorous in themselves, which would be the case if they 

had humorous fabulae. And moreover, many of his novels are essentially plot-less. Still, the 

words of Attardo do apply to his stories, because�the humour is, so to speak, superimposed on 

an essentially serious fabula� (2001, 98). To get a better idea of the ways in which Bryson 

handles humour, it may be best to dedicate the next chapter to him and his witticisms entirely. 

 

3 � Laugh-out-loud: The Humour of Bill Bryson  

 

Bill Bryson was born December 8, 1951 in Iowa. He enrolled in University, but dropped out 

in 1972. He went backpacking in Europe and it was in England that he met his wife-to-be. 

They married, returned to the United States in order for Bryson to finish his degree and 

afterwards returned to England. They lived there from 1977 to 1995, returned to the United 

States with their three children to live there until 2003 and then went back to England again, 

where they now live. When he was not moving, he was writing, first as a journalist, but after 

that as a rather prolific author of travel memoirs. Later still, he embarked on SH for which he 

won the Aventis Prize for best general science book, and he wrote an original biography on 

Shakespeare (biblio.com). Bryson has written sixteen books so far, and it is safe to say that he 

is a bestseller writer. One of the main reasons he is as popular as he is has to do with his 

accessible and humorous writing style.  

Bryson�s work has a clear style. It is humorous, but it is not just any kind of humour. 

When reading his novels, a clear style emerges, and studying reviews of his works a certain 

pattern emerges. For example, out of the fifteen reviews I studied, there are a total of fifteen 

remarks from nine of the reviewers that mention his talent for finding �odd and illuminating 
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facts�, to quote Richard Nally in Forbes Magazine, and presenting those in a humorous 

fashion. Could it be, then, that it is in fact not Bryson who is providing the humour, but that it 

is contained in the anecdotes he manages to find? Perhaps the anecdotes have a humorous 

quality in themselves, but there are obviously many ways to present them, and Bryson has 

found a way of doing so that has gained him much popularity. Apart from the critics� 

mentioning his gift of finding quirky tales, there are other talents they ascribe to him, and I 

will use the comments in their reviews as a starting point for the discussion about Bryson�s 

style, and especially the humorous aspects thereof. The characteristics that are attributed to 

Bryson that are worth discussing here are his wit (mentioned by Andrews, Burch, Leddy, 

Mooney and the Kirkus Review), his love and feel for language (Andrews, Jennings, Sansom, 

Takken and Kirkus Review), his use of wryness and irony (Andrews, Burch, Dromgoole, 

Jennings and Leddy), and his scepticism (mentioned by Dromgoole, Takken and Olson). And 

although only Chuck Leddy from powells.com mentions Bryson�s love for the exaggerated 

(although the fact that he is the only one may be due to the types of books I selected � he was 

a reviewer for The Life and Times of the Thunderbolt Kid, which is clearly more over the top 

than the other two books, as we will see later) it is well worth discussing his use of the 

hyperbole as well. 

This chapter aims at finding out why Bryson�s work is humorous. I will discuss the 

different stylistic devices he uses and illustrate them with examples from the selected 

fragments. This chapter will not yet go into the problems that arise when translating Bryson, 

but rather create a starting point that, along with the discussion of the theories on the actual 

translation of humour, will provide a solid basis for the eventual discussion of the translated 

fragments in chapter 5. 

 

3.1 � How Does He Do It? � Literary Devices and Other Tricks 

Since I regard it as the umbrella term for the whole of Bryson�s oeuvre, I will start with a 

definition of wit. The unabridged New Oxford Dictionary of English defines wit (the 

definition that applies to Bryson, at least) as: �a natural aptitude for using words and ideas in a 

quick and inventive way to create humour�. As such, wit is very closely related to play with 

language, another one of Bryson�s fortes and one any humorous writer will need in order to be 

just that � humorous. Below I will consider some of Bryson�s most beloved humorous 

devices: register humour, irony, understatement and the hyperbole. I will end the chapter by 

discussing some other humorous devices that do not fall under any of the preceding 

categories. 
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3.1.1 � Register humour 

One of the ways in which Bill Bryson�s love for language manifests itself is in his deft 

switching of register. Very often, the humour in Bryson�s work involves a change of tone. 

Along with irony (that I will discuss later on), register humour is part of a type of humour that 

Attardo calls �diffuse disjunction�. A disjunctor �is the item that causes the passage from the 

first to the second script� (2001, 103). Diffuse disjunction is opposed to discrete disjunction in 

that the latter occurs especially in jokes, where the disjunctor is clearly identifiable, meaning 

the script switch is easy to point out. Diffuse disjunctors, on the other hand, never stand alone 

in a humorous narrative, but they appear throughout the story (2001, 103), hence the �diffuse� 

in the term. The humour of a register switch lies in the fact that the change of register is 

incongruous with the text that precedes and/or follows it. There are different types of register 

switching, such as a switch between a high and a low register, or a formal and familiar 

register. Sometimes, a switch from long sentences to short ones constitutes a humorous 

register switch (2001, 107). Finally, authorial intrusion can make for an effective change of 

register (2001, 109).  

 For Bryson, register humour is an important aspect of his style, and in his different 

books, he has different ways of employing it. In SH for example, he displays a very simple 

but effective way of getting the desired effect as he switches from his own register to that of 

hundreds of years ago, when he writes:  

 

� In the early 1800s, there arose in England a fashion 

for inhaling nitrous oxide, or laughing gas, after it was 

discovered that its use �was attended by a highly 

pleasurable thrilling�. (135) 

 

Obviously, there is an opposition at work, much like Raskin�s and Attardo�s Script 

Oppositions. Only here, as Attardo says, it is not the scripts that are opposed, but the registers 

(2000, 108). I think, however, that both oppositions are very similar and in this example you 

could explain the opposition using the script opposition as well as the register opposition. The 

register opposition here is MODERN/OLD-FASHIONED (I use Raskin�s notation here, see 

Raskin 1985), but the script opposition could be KNOWLEDGE/IGNORANCE, or something 

along those lines. The sheer enthusiasm that speaks from the line between the inverted commas 

� where he found it, Bryson does not say � clearly shows that, at the time, no one was aware of 
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the dangers of the gas, nor of the potential benefits it had. Because the switch from a regular, 

explanatory tone to a more elevated, old-fashioned diction is unexpected, it is humorous. 

Moreover, although again, this has more to do with the actual script opposition than the register 

opposition, the ignorant remark is funny to the modern reader, because he knows better. 

 Register switches can also be used euphemistically, and euphemisms too, can be used 

to a humorous effect. In LTTK, Bryson talks about his memories of the bumping cars of a 

particularly dubious amusement park: 

 

�Even the dodgem cars were insanely lively. From a distance the dodgem palace 

looked like a welder�s yard because of all the sparks raining down from the 

ceiling, which always threatened to fall in the car with you, enlivening the ride 

further.� (294) 

 

Here, Bryson carefully builds up a horrific image of the particular ride, only to end on an 

entirely different note, merely mentioning that a spark that fell into your car would �enliven the 

ride�. The register switch and subsequent understatement here lie in the word �enliven�, which 

the OED defines as: �make (something) more entertaining, interesting, or appealing�. Sparks 

flying around that might actually hit you are scary, especially for eleven-year-olds. Finding one 

in your dodgem car would probably result in hysterical spinning of the steering wheel, 

accompanied by loud screams of fear and/or pain. To say that it �enlivens� the ride is therefore 

an understatement. The register opposition that we find here is DANGER/JOY. 

Understatement will be further discussed later on. 

 Another example of register humour is the sudden use of shorter sentences after a 

(sequence of) longer one(s). Although Attardo mentions this type of humour with register 

humour, I feel it belongs to the category of irony or dryness rather than here, since the use of a 

short sentence can deliver a very deadpan ending to an elaborate explanation. Bryson makes 

use of this method rather well, for example in this passage from ShSp. The fragment discusses 

the original drawing of an Elizabethan theatre by one De Witt that would prove vitally 

important for the later reconstruction of the replica Globe in London: 

 

�De Witt�s little effort was subsequently lost, but luckily a 

friend of his had made a faithful copy in a notebook, and 

this eventually found its way into the archives of the library 
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of the University of Utrecht in the Netherlands. There it sat 

unregarded for almost three hundred years.� (66) 

 

Actually, there are two register switches of the type LONG/SHORT here. The first one occurs 

right at the beginning of the fragment: �De Witt�s little effort was subsequently lost�. This 

phrase follows an elaborate and quite weighty opening of the chapter, where the mysterious 

drawing is revealed to the reader. By mentioning the loss of the drawing almost fleetingly, 

Bryson downplays the importance of it and in doing so, he momentarily shocks the reader. 

They are immediately relieved, however, to find out that it was not entirely gone. Then the 

author describes how the drawing was saved and where it went, again, quite elaborately. The 

reader�s relief is thus strengthened only to be crushed by the deadpan remark that no one 

noticed it for so long. 

 Because Bill Bryson chiefly writes non-fictional works, there is always room for 

authorial intrusion. When breaking into the story, using a register switch can be an effective 

humorous device. Still, although Bryson makes ample use of the possibility to intrude, he does 

not so much use register switches. It may also be difficult to pinpoint such instances because 

Bryson is already writing things from his own point of view. Due to that fact, authorial 

intrusion, and especially register switching, could be hard to distinguish. 

 

3.1.2 � Irony 

In their article on verbal irony, Sperber and Wilson define the term loosely, but still their 

definition will do perfectly. According to them, (verbal) irony is a figure of speech that says 

the opposite of what is actually meant (53) � purposefully, I might add (see also Colston and 

O�Brien 1563 for a similar definition). One of those purposes may be to create a humorous 

effect, but not necessarily. According to Attardo, the ideas of irony and humour overlap, but 

are certainly not the same. The overlap lies in the fact that both irony and humour aim at an 

unexpected outcome (Attardo 2001, 122). However, in humour, it is the script switch trigger 

that brings about this unexpectedness, while an ironical remark is already the complete 

opposite of what is meant anyway, so there is no real script switch within such an utterance. It 

is the element of surprise in irony that may trigger humour (Attardo 2001, 122), but it is 

important to remember that irony does not need to be humorous (dramatic irony, for instance, 

is not). Still, in the light of Bryson and his style, we can assume that the irony that occurs in his 

work is there for humorous effect. But how, then, is irony recognized as such by the reader? 
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An ironical statement is obviously not as clear-cut and straightforward as a direct 

expression, and therefore it is very important that the hearer realizes that an utterance is 

intended to be ironical. In order for the hearer to do so, Attardo says that �the reconstruction of 

the ironist�s intended meaning is supposed to be based on a set of shared presuppositions� 

between the speaker and the hearer (Attardo 2000, 111). In other words, the speaker and the 

hearer have to share a common ground, which can be rather general (say, they are from the 

same country) or quite specific (both enjoyed English classes from the same teacher). In the 

three fragments from his books, the shared presuppositions of the author and the reader are: not 

knowing much about, but taking an interest in science for SH, growing up in America in the 

1950s for LTTK, and being mildly sceptical about, but also interested in the information we 

have on Shakespeare for ShSp. Although it is impossible that all readers share those exact 

presuppositions, it will also suffice if they at least recognize them. When the speaker and the 

hearer are in the same mode, it is much easier to get the irony across. It is especially important 

for humorous irony to be understood immediately, and apart from having a hearer who is on 

the same page as the speaker, it often helps to incorporate so-called �markers� (Attardo 2005, 

796). In speech, there are clear markers such as intonation and facial expression, but these are 

unavailable in writing. An author should therefore resort to other means to mark his irony, and 

he can do so by adding an exclamation mark, for example. However, I tend to feel that this is 

an oversimplified way of marking your text. Having arrows pointing out the ironical passages 

is almost as obvious. A subtler and certainly more �Brysonesque� marker would be the use of a 

different (higher) register as an irony-marker. It is nevertheless important to provide markers, 

because Sperber and Wilson explain, there is a great risk in subtle irony (67). Should it be 

misunderstood, it can cause anger with the hearer or if not that, in the case of Bryson, the 

hearer may just not be amused. 

When the hearer thus finds irony in the text and recognizes it as such because of the 

provided markers and his shared knowledge with the speaker, he will be forced to interpret the 

remark. Since an ironical utterance is �literally false to its context� (Attardo 2000, 115), the 

hearer will have to search for another, more appropriate interpretation than the literal one. With 

irony, the actual meaning of the utterance will be closest to the exact opposite of what is being 

said. The opposite interpretation should then be appropriate to the rest of the text. To be quite 

clear on the definition of irony, Attardo has made a short list of the criteria for an utterance to 

be ironical. His original list included a fifth point that covered the possible use of unintentional 

irony, but since books are supposed to be well thought-out in advance and should therefore not 

normally include this type of irony, I decided to exclude it in this discussion (although of 
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course a work may become unintentionally ironic over time, when certain viewpoints have 

changed or events have taken place that drastically alter the interpretation of it). Instead, I 

added another criterion to make the list apply to humorous irony: 

 

1 The utterance should be inappropriate within its context; 

2 The utterance should also be relevant to its context; 

3 The utterance should be uttered intentionally and the speaker should know 

of its inappropriateness in the specific context; 

4 The speaker wants his audience to recognize points 1-3; 

5 The surprise effect of the utterance should be intended (and perceived) to be 

humorous. 

(1-4: Attardo 2001, 117) 

 

Now that we have a clear outline of what (humorous) irony is and how it can be used, the 

logical next step would be to discuss several instances of irony in the fragments of Bryson�s 

books that I have picked out. At the beginning of this chapter I noted that five out of fifteen 

reviewers from those three books mentioned Bryson�s irony as one of his strong suits � that is 

thirty-three percent. It is therefore extremely extraordinary that none of the three fragments 

include any specific ironical utterance whatsoever. Of course, it may be that I coincidentally 

picked three of the few fragments that do not include irony, but it is my belief that, although I 

am certain that Bryson does indeed make use of irony throughout his works, there is another 

trope at work that shares certain features with irony and which Bryson seems to prefer, at least 

in these fragments: the use of understatement. 

 

3.1.3 � Understatement 

In ShSp, Bill Bryson at some point discusses what little we know about Elizabethan theatres, a 

passage that was already briefly mentioned with respect to register humour. The discussion 

turns to an engraving of a panorama of London, including the Globe Theatre, by someone who 

had never actually been to London and seemed to have based his engraving on an earlier one 

that did not in fact depict the Globe. After this revelation, Bryson dismisses the engraver by 

saying that he �was hardly the most reliable of witnesses� (66). This understatement has a 

surprising as well as a humorous effect like verbal irony, yet the two figures of speech are 

different. I will now discuss what these differences are and why I believe Bryson opts for 

understatement rather than verbal irony to get his point (and his humour) across. 
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 According to Colston and O�Brien, �understatement is often considered a form of 

verbal irony� (1563), because it has a similar effect. Both tropes aim at creating a contrast 

between what the hearer expects and what he actually experiences (Colston/O�Brien 1557), yet 

understatement does so to a lesser extent than irony, because it does not entirely contradict that 

what is actually meant like irony does. Still, the fact that understatement is often considered a 

form of verbal irony explains why Bryson�s critics repeatedly mention irony as one of 

Bryson�s most important humorous devices while he in fact seems to be more comfortable with 

understatement. Moreover, looking at Attardo�s checklist above, the points that he mentions 

can easily be applied to understatement as well. Thus, we may tentatively conclude that 

understatement is indeed a form of irony.   

The figure below, taken from Colston and O�Brien, shows that verbal irony creates a 

greater contrast with reality than understatement does. If something bad happens (negative, 

undesirable or unexpected � see figure 2), an understated as well as an ironical remark can 

achieve the same effect (Colston/O�Brien 1564): making it sound �better� than it actually is, so 

to speak. The difference is that irony entirely opposes reality, while an understatement merely 

takes the edge off of it. Yet even by diminishing reality, both figures of speech have a more 

powerful effect on the hearer than a literal description of what is meant, and one of those 

possible effects is a humorous one. Since ironical remarks are more contrasting than 

understatements, the so-called �reality check� that the hearer experiences is more poignant with 

irony; an understatement is closer to the actual event, and the irony is therefore milder. One 

could say that understatement puts an unfortunate event into perspective � because the 

opposition is less exaggerated � more so than verbal irony does, and that understatement can 

therefore be considered to be slightly �milder� than verbal irony. 

 

        literal    understatement            irony 
↓     ↓         ↓ 

←----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------→ 
 -negative         -positive 
 -undesirable         -desirable 
 -unexpected         -expected 
 
Fig.2 Variation between irony, understatement and literal remarks (Colston/O�Brien 1564) 
 
 

The mildness � which I shall name it for want of a better expression � we see in 

understatement, is exactly what seems to appeal to Bryson. He is humorous, but hardly ever 

mean. Looking through the critics� reviews, we find Dromgoole saying Bryson�s work is 
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�gently insightful�. John Gribbin mentions the author�s charm and the Kirkus review and 

Mooney praise the non-fiction writer by saying that his views are �loving� and �sweet�, and 

that his �amiable ramble� has a �characteristic (�) sweet benevolence� respectively. I believe 

that the general agreement on Bryson�s friendliness has to do with, among other things of 

course, his use of understatement. In an attempt to prove this assumption, I will compare three 

of his understatements with their possible ironical 

counterparts, to be able to show the difference in contrast 

between the two figures of speech. 

The first understatement is from ShSp and 

discusses a drawing of Johannes De Witt, depicting the 

Globe Theatre. About the drawing, Bryson says it was 

�rather rough and with not a wholly convincing grasp of 

perspective� (65). Looking at the actual picture, the 

perspective proves to be quite off, indeed. To create a 

stronger contrast, Bryson could have said the picture had 

something like �an absolutely stunning, unparalleled 

grasp of perspective�. Although he may have had to 

include the picture in order to be able to write this (for 

readers might otherwise not have understood the strong 

irony), the phrase evokes a much stronger emotion with the reader, because of the sharp 

contrast with reality. The ironical remark would thus have been harsher than the understated 

comment. 

The second example is also from Shakespeare, and was already mentioned above. 

Bryson�s remark about the engraver who made an engraving of the Globe without ever having 

been to London and who probably copied his drawing from an earlier one that was made 

before the Globe even existed, is a dry: �so [he] was hardly the most reliable of witnesses� 

(66). By saying this, Bryson does not really condemn the particular artist; he is only friendly 

mocking him. If we compare this to the possible ironical version he could have used, it will 

show that, once more, the sharp contrast evokes a sharper emotion: �so [he] was obviously an 

absolutely excellent witness�. Such a remark might even be closer to sarcasm than irony, 

although there does not seem to be general agreement on the difference between the two, as 

Attardo points out in his article on irony (795). In general, however, sarcasm tends to be 

considered more malicious than irony, but there is a fine line between the two tropes (or a 

wide variety within the one�). 
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We find the third instance of understatement in SH. Relating the story of a Count von 

Rumford, Bryson tells us how the man sided with the royalists, and was therefore chased by a 

�mob of anti-royalists, armed with buckets of hot tar, bags of feathers and an earnest desire to 

adorn him with both� (137). The understatement here lies in the earnest desire of adorning. 

The phrase combines the power of the register switch with that of understatement, and the 

humorous effect is therefore great. This time the strength very clearly lies in the contrast 

between reality and what Bryson tells us. In a group of people going after someone with tar 

and feathers, there will not be one person thinking about �the desire to adorn� the accused with 

it. Rather, there will be much viler thoughts going through their heads. Also, using �to adorn� 

in a situation where �to dump on� would be highly more appropriate (and �earnest desire� for a 

feeling that will probably have been closer to a sort of maniacal, rage-infused obsession), 

makes for that effect of surprise that is essential in humour. 

Sperber and Wilson say that �verbal irony invariably involves the expression of an 

attitude of disapproval� (57), and evidently, Bryson is not of the disapproving kind. He 

chooses to tone down his thoughts every time he runs the risk of personally attacking 

someone specific, and has thus earned the congeniality of his audience and his reviewers. 

However, when he knows exactly what he is talking about � that is, himself, his surroundings, 

his own experiences or those closest to him � and is not discussing anyone of a certain 

respectable rank, or a serious topic, Bryson feels free to go wild. In LTTK, we see his love for 

hyperbole. 

 

3.1.4 � Hyperbole 

According to Colston and O�Brien, irony is better at achieving a humorous effect than 

understatement because of the greater contrast it can achieve (1575), namely total opposition. 

Hyperbole then, being the opposite of understatement, should also be weaker than irony, 

because it is merely an exaggeration of reality, not an opposition. This comparison between 

irony and hyperbole does not entirely hold however, because unlike understatement, with 

hyperbole the exaggeration is limitless, say Colston and O�Brien. An understatement can only 

understate to a minimum of zero, but a hyperbole can create a theoretically unlimited contrast. 

Because of this asymmetry, hyperbole is thus potentially funnier than understatement (1565), 

and to make sure the humour hits home, Bill Bryson decided to use one hyperbole after 

another in his memoir, LTTK. 

 The Oxford Dictionary tells us that hyperbole should not be taken literally, just as the 

reader should not take irony or understatement literally. The online (American) version of the 
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Encyclopaedia Britannica adds that the intentional exaggeration is there for emphasis or, 

indeed, comic effect. The website also states that �When hyperbole fails to create the desired 

dramatic effect, exaggeration may seem ridiculous�. However, that ridiculous aspect is 

exactly what Bryson is aiming for. In LTTK he creates dramatic situations that are in fact not 

dramatic at all. The description of those situations is therefore preposterous, thus unexpected, 

and so ultimately humorous. By discussing some of the many instances of hyperbole in the 

fragment of The Life and Times below, I will try to illustrate how important this figure of 

speech is for the style of Bryson. 

 Reading through the fragment from Bryson�s memoir, the reader is confronted with 

one hyperbole after another. Indeed, by using the hyperbole consecutively, Bryson creates an 

atmosphere that can be said to be hilarious. Everything is taken out of proportion and 

perspective, because Bryson wants to evoke an idea with the reader that he (the reader) is 

seeing things through the eyes of Bryson as a child. The greater part of the passage deals with 

the horrors � note hyperbole there � of a certain amusement park the young Bryson had to 

visit all by himself at least once a year during the summer holidays. It is striking to note that 

from the moment the author starts the amusement park anecdote up until the end, covering 

four pages, there are 19 instances of hyperbole. The effect is that the experience is intensified 

to the extreme. Bryson wants to make sure that his audience understands how horrible the 

experience was, although at the same time he understands that they will never take it seriously 

anyway, and therefore neither will he. He creates a ridiculous atmosphere and, as Colston and 

O�Brien mentioned, the humorous effect is indeed greater than that of understatement, even 

though understatement is probably generally used to achieve a different humorous effect 

anyway � in Bryson�s work, understatement is used for a less conspicuous, more �highbrow� 

type of humour. Figure 4 shows all hyperboles used in the amusement park passage. 

 

Page Hyperbole Page Hyperbole  

293 there came a widely dreaded moment 

when they sent you to Riverview 

293 the rollercoaster, a Himalayan massif 

of ageing wood 

293 the most rickety, confidence-sapping 

construction ever 

 

293 the wagons were flocked (�) with 

thirty-five years of spilled popcorn 

and hysterical vomit 

293 it was (�) about four miles long (�) 

and some twelve thousand feet high 

293 it was easily the scariest ride ever 

built 
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Page Hyperbole Page Hyperbole  

293 As it passed (...) it would shake loose 

(�) a kind of avalanche of dust and 

ancient birdshit 

294 A moment later, there would be a 

passing rainshower of vomit 

294 The rides weren�t on timers (�), so 

(�) the riders could be left on for 

(�) days 

294 Gus Mahoney (�) for three months 

afterwards (�) couldn�t comb his hair 

forward 

294 The dodgem palace looked like a 

welder�s yard 

294 The cars were so souped up that [they] 

would shoot off at such a speed that 

your head would become just a 

howling sphere on the end of a whip-

like stalk 

294 [the cars] just flew around wildly, 

barely in contact with the floor 

295 [as the boy] set foot on the metal 

floor, strands of electricity leaped on 

to him (�) lighting him up like a 

paper lantern 

295 You could see every bone in his body 

and most of his larger organs 

295 Even the Tunnel of Love was an 

ordeal 

 

 

 

296 There was always some kid (�) 

wailing helplessly at his jeans, now 

dangling (�) four hundred feet above 

the ground 

297 I knew kids who (�) left six-inch-

deep grooves in the dust with their 

heels from (�) the car to the entrance 

gate 

297 It was like being put in a lion�s cage   
Fig.4 Hyperbole used in amusement park passage from Bryson�s LTTK 

 

3.1.5 � Other humour: �odd couples� and finding the fun facts 

Apart from some of the more basic stylistic devices that have been covered above, Bryson�s 

humour is characterized by two other qualities. One of them was already briefly mentioned 

earlier: Bryson�s ability to find odd and amusing facts and incorporating those in his books. 

The other quality is somewhat harder to pinpoint and describe exactly, but it has to with his 

uncommon choice of words when it comes to combining adjectives and adverbs. 
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 In SH, humorous passages alternate with more serious ones. Typically, in the serious 

passages Bryson explains major findings and happenings from the world of science, while in 

other parts he elaborates on less important, but ultimately much funnier information. Upon 

closer inspection it shows that Bryson uses a slightly different tone in the humorous passages, 

and the major difference is brought about by his use unexpected collocations of adverb and 

adjective or adjective and noun. For example, on page 136 of SH, after having discussed the 

plight chemistry was in, in the nineteenth century, Bryson turns to a short biography of Count 

von Rumford. Immediately, that is, in the first sentence of the paragraph on Von Rumford, 

there is an odd collocation: �Things might have been worse had it not been for a splendidly 

improbable character named Count von Rumford (�)�. Both �improbable character� as well 

as �splendidly improbable� are uncommon word combinations in the English language, with 

�splendidly� itself generating only generating 1,260,000 hits on Google (�highly�, for example, 

has 265,000,000). In ShSp, Bryson elaborates on the value of the diaries of Philip Henslowe, 

since they included so much information on �the day-to-day running of a playhouse� (69): 

 

�(�) including the names of plays his company 

performed and the actors employed, along with 

exhaustive lists of stage props and wardrobes (including a 

delightfully mysterious �robe for to go invisible�).�  

(69, my emphasis) 

 

Again, Bryson uses an uncommon combination of adverb and adjective to a humorous effect. 

In a way, such mergers have their own script switch. The reader does not expect the collocation 

that is coming and is thus surprised by its quirkiness. The trained reader of Bryson could even 

use the instances of these �odd couples� to prepare for a joke, since without fail, they introduce 

a humorous passage. Sometimes they also function as understatements or hyperboles. Figure 5 

below lists all odd couples found in the extracts. 
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book, page odd couple 

SH, 136 �Things might have been worse had it not been for a splendidly improbable 

character named Count von Rumford (�)� 

SH, 138 �(�) in 1811 an Italian with the splendidly operatic name Lorenzo Romano 

Amadeo Carlo Avogadro (�)� 

LTTK, 294 �Even the dodgem cars were insanely lively.� 

LTTK, 296 �(�) there was always a chance that you would be pulled into the shadows 

and briskly drubbed and relieved from wallet, shoes, ticket and pants.� 

ShSp, 69 �But it also incorporated invaluable details of the day-to-day running of a 

playhouse (�) (including a delightfully mysterious �robe for to go 

invisible�). 
Fig.5 Uncommon combinations of adverb and adjective, with humorous effect 

 

Bryson, then, treats the reader to original and unexpected word combinations that can be said 

to be humorous. However, it is noteworthy that most of his �odd couples� introduce peculiar 

facts, and that is where Bryson�s final talent lies: in finding and writing down just those facts. 

 Since Bill Bryson has thus far only written fact-based novels, it is no wonder that he 

has an apparent gift for highlighting the most illuminating stories. Since many of the anecdotes 

he chooses to include in his works are humorous in themselves, there is hardly any need for the 

employment of additional humorous devices, so Bryson is clever that way. However, there is 

always the possibility of undoing the humour due to inept phrasing, so the combination of 

having a feeling for language and the ability of finding the funniest stories is indispensable. 

Among the comments from reviewers, the cover of ShSp mentions that �Bryson digs up some 

enjoyably obscure nuggets� (The Times), and a review of SH by Ed Regis reads that �[t]he 

author's account of nearly everything brims with strange and amazing facts�.  

 Now that Bryson�s humorous style has been discussed, it is time to consider how to 

translate his comical works. 

 

4 � Spread the Laugh: Translating Humour 

 

The first thing that will strike anyone embarking on the subject mentioned in the title of this 

chapter, is the limited number of studies that have been conducted on the link between 

humour and translation, and any scholar that has done some work on it, is ready to admit the 

situation. Jeroen Vandaele, a translator, points out that �few academic efforts were made to 
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theorize the processes, agents, contexts and products involved [in humour translation]� (149). 

Apparently, what seems to happen, according to Attardo, is that theories on translation are 

applied to humour translation as is, without changing them for the rather specific subject � 

humour (2002, 175). So most of the studies that are available merely transpose translation 

models from �ordinary� translation studies onto the study of humour translation, and even 

then, according to Zabalbeascoa, there have been only a handful of researchers who have 

studied the link between translation and humour (186). But why? Why has there been so little 

true research on the combined study of humour and translation? And moreover, most of the 

studies that have been done that attempt to use a new theory for the subject are limited to 

jokes, with the two studies that are discussed more elaborately below being no exception. 

Luckily, some of the points that are made in Attardo�s and Zabalbeascoa�s discussions can be 

applied to humorous narratives as well. It almost seems as if the translation of humour in 

narratives is too ethereal for scholars for them to fully describe it. Perhaps it is impossible to 

define the dos and don�ts of humour translation, because up until now �all attempts to pin 

translation down to a series of absolute truths have failed� (Zabalbeascoa 186). Obviously, 

then, there is an incongruity between the theory and practice of humour translation (Lernouts 

17), and I will therefore attempt to paint a picture of the workings of both (theory and 

practice). This chapter aims at outlining some major ideas on the subject of humour 

translation, while the next will focus on the actual translating of humour and how to solve 

problems in practice. I hope that afterwards, the reader will have gained some insight in the 

theoretical ideas of humour translation � focused on jokes specifically � and the practical 

outcomes that these ideas in the translation of the narrative fragments written by Bill Bryson. 

 

4.1 Theories 

The theories discussed below are theories on humour translation, not on humour itself, 

although the differences between the two branches of research are not always as clear-cut as I 

present them here. There is obviously a lot of overlap and some of the discussion in this 

chapter might seem to be very similar to parts of the discussion in chapter 1. For example, 

both studies discuss the different parameters or Knowledge Resources that are important for 

(the translation of) humour. Moreover, Attardo�s theory for humour translation research is 

taken more or less directly from the field of humour research, save a few vital changes, so 

some passages will seem slightly familiar to the reader.  

 To start off with a very pragmatic, very succinct, but indeed very important �theory�, 

borrowed from Lernouts but undoubtedly shared by many: �humour should be funny� (17). If 
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only humour theory was so simple. Still, I am willing to state that, despite the discussion 

below, this short, arguably over-simplified presentation is indeed the most important theory in 

the field of humour translation. Every theory incorporates the idea, albeit in disguise. Popa 

calls it �functional constancy�: she says that the function in the target language and culture 

should ideally be the same as the function in the source language and culture (50). 

Raphaelson-West uses the more general term dynamic equivalence (135), and Attardo also 

mentions that it is important that the meaning of the message of the ST remains the same in 

the TT, especially in humour translation. The term he chooses to use is �meaning persistence� 

(2002, 173-4). So there seems to be at least some consensus on how humour should be 

translated, and it focuses on a pragmatic equivalence rather than a semantic one (Attardo 

2002, 174). However, there are different ideas on how to achieve an adequate translation of 

humour, in order for it be just as funny as it was before it was translated. The most important 

factors to keep in mind when translating humour are the types of humour and the types of 

culture that are involved (see Vandaele, Attardo, Zabalbeascoa, Raphaelson-West, Popa), so I 

will now take a closer look at those parameters. 

 Let us start with a short discussion of the culture parameter. Culture always plays an 

important role in the art of translating, but perhaps even more so in the case of humour 

translation. Bearing in mind the motto �humour should be funny�, a translator needs to make 

sure that the instance of humour he is about to translate is indeed deemed funny in the target 

culture, too. In the case of translating Bill Bryson in Dutch, there are hardly any cultural 

problems or obstacles, because the American and Dutch cultures are both very western. Dutch 

culture may have even less taboos, for instance, than the American one. However, whether or 

not a subject is taboo or not in the target culture can be a very serious question for translators 

of humour. Zabalbeascoa mentions possible taboos as one of the problems of humour 

translation among other potential problems, including the linguistic and/or encyclopaedic 

knowledge of the TC reader, the target of the humorous text (which may or may not be 

appropriate or known in the TC) and whether or not a certain instance of humour is part of an 

in-group joke (190-3). Popa says that every joke has its own �genre potential�, by which she 

means that not all humour is �recognised as meaningful and appropriate in a given culture� 

(55), which is another way of saying that a translator should always keep in mind the cultural 

values of the target audience and choose the most suitable option for translation. 

 What options does a translator of humour have, then? There are different ways to 

categorize humour types. Naturally, there is the categorization I used above to discuss 

Bryson�s humour: irony, hyperbole, register humour etcetera. But when discussing culture, 
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these categorizations are of little use. It seems highly unlikely that any culture would ban 

register humour out of principle. Vandaele distinguishes between incongruous humour and 

superior humour. Incongruous humour is playful and has an innocent goal; it is humour for 

the sake of being humour and will therefore not be culture-dependent (156) (unless the subject 

is controversial, even in its innocence, as is the case with humour about excrement, for 

example). However, in the case of superiority, the humorist aims for rhetoric, for humour that 

has a social or anti-social effect on the reader or hearer (156). Of course, it is this latter 

category that may be problematic for cross-cultural translation. Vandaele states, �the strongest 

asset of pragmatics in the discussion of �humour translation� is the distinction between 

illocution and perlocution� (160). Indeed, if illocution and perlocution differ � that is, the 

speaker�s intended meaning and the actual effect of the message on the hearer � a cultural rift 

may be the result and the translation will have failed.  

 Raphaelson-West chooses to distinguish humour types differently, although her 

categorization does overlap with that of Vandaele. According to her, there are universal jokes 

that any culture will understand. Examples of this type include the unexpected and cultural 

jokes, which will be interpreted and understood differently in different cultures (ethnic jokes). 

The other joke type is the linguistic joke (130). Like Vandaele, then, she differentiates 

between universal and non-universal humour. Attardo and Zabalbeascoa go further than that, 

and it is therefore in order to discuss their theories more thoroughly. Attardo�s theory is an 

adaptation of his GTVH I above, so that it is applicable to humour translation, not just 

humour. The theory of Zabalbeascoa incorporates some of Attardo�s Knowledge Resources, 

but Zabalbeascoa has created his own theoretical outline for the translation of humour. It is 

important to bear in mind that most discussions on this subject seem to focus on jokes.  

 

4.1.1 Attardo Again 

The theory that Salvatore Attardo proposes for the translation of humour is based on the 

General Theory of Verbal Humour (GTVH). That in itself is interesting, since he is the one 

who mentioned that most theories on humour translation are little more than translation 

theories that are applied to humour translation as is (2002, 175). His theory apparently being 

no exception. Perhaps that is why Attardo chooses to call his theory an approach (2002, 173). 

He does seem to be rather optimistic about the possibilities in humour translation, saying that 

all jokes are translatable at least on the perlocutionary level, because the �goal of humour 

appreciation� is universal (2002, 189). In order to achieve that goal in the target language, 

then, it is especially important to focus on the pragmatics of the humorous instance, rather 
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than its semantics (2002, 174). Humour translations will thus often benefit from a more casual 

paraphrasing, because that way it is easier to maintain the same pragmatic connotation (2002, 

185). Before outlining Attardo�s approach below, it is perhaps relevant to mention that the 

author himself is the first to admit that �a serious consideration of [his] proposal would 

require a much more developed evaluation� (2002, 192), thus reminding us once again that 

there has not yet been much research on the subject of humour translation. 

 As the basis for his approach, Attardo uses his Knowledge Resources (KRs): 

Language, Narrative Strategy, Target, Situation, Logical Mechanism, and Script Opposition. 

For a quick implementation of his approach, he advises to try and keep all KRs intact (except, 

obviously, that of language), since that way there will be at least meaning correspondence 

(2002, 185). However, he also offers a more thorough explanation of his ideas on how to 

create an adequate and humorous translation, although it is important to note that he focuses 

on jokes, as a result of which not everything he says is applicable to humorous narratives like 

Bryson�s. 

First, he discusses the KR Language (LA). When translating humour, language can be 

used quite freely, because the semantic content does not necessarily change automatically: 

�any joke can be worded in a number of ways without changes in its semantic content� (2002, 

177). Convenient and reassuring information for the translator, but I feel LA does not quite fit 

into a theory on (humour) translation, since language will never remain the same anyway. 

Still, it is the KR �most directly tied to the commonsensical notion of literal translation� 

(2002, 184). Narrative Strategy however, the second KR that is discussed, does have an 

interesting function. Attardo himself mostly discusses what NS does not account for (non-

narrative humour, which I will not be covering), but for humour to have the same feel in the 

target language, a preservation of NS can be quite important. Again, this goes for jokes 

mostly, given that they can be presented in very specific ways like riddles, question-and-

answer and puns. Most of the time, the NS can remain intact, unless the target culture is not 

familiar with the given representation of the joke (2002, 184). In a straightforward narrative 

like Bryson�s, the humour is usually not stylised like that, so for our purposes NS may not be 

that important for translation. 

The Target of a humorous instance may cause problems in translation. After all, the 

TC will be different and might therefore not understand or appreciate the Target (see also the 

discussion of culture above). Attardo suggests changing the target of a joke so that it fits into 

the target culture (2002, 188) � please note the different meanings of �target� here � but in the 

case of Bryson, this is an impossible task because the subject is fixed. He talks about his 
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childhood in America, William Shakespeare and the history of the world; jokes about those 

topics can never be changed for the sake of the target culture, because that would mean the 

subject of the narrative would change (changing a British scientist to a Dutch one, as an 

extreme example, would be hardly beneficial to the historical correctness of the work). The 

humorous passages in his books are not isolated, like jokes are. Similarly, there is another KR 

that may easily be changed in the case of random jokes, but for which change might not work 

too wonderfully within the work of Bryson: the Situation Knowledge Resource. SI provides 

the setting for the humour. The theme park passage in LTTK for example, is a situation in 

which certain jokes will be made that will regard that theme park. However, some cultures 

may not know what a theme park is, or enjoying yourself in one might be taboo. In such cases 

the Situation parameter can be changed for the target culture, from a theme park to a 

marketplace, for instance. The joke will still be perceived quite similar to the original one in 

these cases, provided the other KRs remain intact (2002, 187-88). As I mentioned above, 

changing this KR can become problematic when dealing with a novel, since it will often 

imply a change of theme that will influence the entire story. 

Where Target and Situation can be problematic KRs for humorous narratives, Logical 

Mechanism is often much less of an issue for the translator of humour. As Attardo says: 

�Logical Mechanisms involve fairly abstract logico-deductive processes which are obviously 

language-independent� (2002, 188). The LM of a joke can be seen as a way of reasoning that 

is only valid within that particular humorous instance and can include, for example, role 

reversals, false analogies and coincidences (80). As such, it is not in any way tied to culture 

and therefore normally fairly easy to maintain in translation. The KR Logical Mechanism is 

fairly close to Script Opposition, since both SO and LM focus on the necessity of a 

different/opposite interpretation of a situation in order to be able to appreciate the humour in 

it. There are differences, of course, since LM is a KR the reader merely needs to go along 

with, while SO requires the reader to understand what is opposed in order to appreciate the 

humour. Moreover, Script Opposition is the most important KR, because according to Attardo 

a joke that is translated using a different SO than the original joke is perceived as being 

farthest removed from the original joke, when compared to the changing of other KR�s within 

the same joke (2002, 188). If the SO differs, the jokes are, �in all likelihood, different jokes� 

(2002, 188).  

The discussion of Attardo�s approach on humour translation ends here, and although it 

is aimed at explaining the workings of the translation of jokes, it will show to be relevant for 

humour in narrative as well (see annotated translations below). So, while there is a distinct 
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difference between longer and shorter humorous texts in general, according to Attardo this 

distinction is not particularly relevant when it comes to the translation of humour (2002, 176). 

 

4.1.2 Zabalbeascoa 

In 2005, Patrick Zabalbeascoa also created a theory that can be used for the translation of 

humour, but where Attardo�s key term is Knowledge Resources, Zabalbeascoa approaches 

humour translation by means of �mapping� (Zabalbeascoa 187), although he does incorporate 

Attardo�s KR�s in his theory. He is very aware of the difficulties that are present in (humour) 

translation theories as well. As he says: �the complication [of translation] arises from the fact 

that the precise differences and similarities are so variable, often hardly even predictable� 

(190). This remark arguably puts Zabalbeascoa in a predicament, since it is hard to project a 

theory on a discipline that is so unpredictable, but when we take a look at his ideas, we will 

see that at least part of that unpredictability is controllable. Once again, this is a theory that 

primarily focuses on the translation of jokes. 

 Since translation has so many variables to account for, Zabalbeascoa has decided to 

use two procedures that may help the translation process: mapping and prioritizing (187). 

First, a translator should focus on �locating and analyzing textual items (�) according to 

relevant classifications� (187), and after that he should classify those textual items from 

highest to lowest priority, depending on the type of text he is supposed to translate (187). In 

doing so, the translator becomes aware of all possible translation solutions and how they 

relate, and can thus create a translation that best fits the particular purpose (201). Unlike 

Attardo, Zabalbeascoa does not have a fixed order in which his parameters for mapping 

should be consulted (for Attardo, changing Script Opposition was the absolute last resort for 

the translator, whereas Language obviously was the first KR that had to change), but he rather 

encourages the translator to decide on the appropriate order after having evaluated each one 

individually and having considered the type of translation that is required. Still, he does 

suggest that the KR�s used by Attardo are of interest to the theory of mapping (202). Many of 

Zabalbeascoa�s parameters remind the reader of Attardo�s work on the subject of (humour) 

translation. 

Zabalbeascoa distinguishes between fourteen different joke types for translation, 

which he calls the mapping parameters. It is interesting to note that almost every parameter 

that Zabalbeascoa discusses can be classified under one main translation problem: that of 

cultural differences. The first parameter, however, does not fall under that category: the 

unrestricted, inter-/bi-national joke type. This type of joke/humour is usually easy to translate, 
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because the source and target cultures, values and tastes overlap (189). In the fragments from 

Bryson, most jokes are of this type. The concepts of Shakespeare and science are generally 

known throughout the world. In his autobiography, however, there may be passages that 

contain products, images or ideas that are less well known in other cultures, since the book is 

situated in Iowa in the 1950s. 

The second joke-type is restricted by audience profile traits (190). Possible difficulties 

could arise form differences in linguistic and encyclopaedic knowledge, resulting in 

inadequate translations of language jokes and ethnic jokes, for example (190). According to 

Zabalbeascoa, it is not the difference between the languages that is important, but the 

cognitive distance between the source and target audience. The greater this cognitive distance 

is, the greater the chance of �culture bumps� will be (190). When Bryson speaks of the 

�Tunnel of Love�, for example (LTTK 295), there may very well be some younger Dutch 

readers that are not familiar with this type of ride. The translator may therefore have to resort 

to a naturalized translation. 

The third parameter for mapping is intentionality. It is important for the translator to 

be aware of the intention of the author, even though strictly speaking the reader of the target 

audience will never know whether a joke was intended by the author, by the translator, or not 

intended at all (in the case of a mistake in the translation that has a humorous effect, for 

example) (191). I think that this parameter is especially useful for an evaluation of a 

translation and not so much for the translator himself, since it does not only look at the source 

text, but also at the result of the translation. However, it is important for the translator to 

understand the author�s intention, because that way he may be able to make up for an 

untranslatable joke by creating one where there is no joke in the original text. 

Improvisation, the fourth parameter, does not apply to humorous narratives since they 

are never improvised, so we will move on to signals (of the intention to joke) (192). This 

factor is quite close to the intentionality parameter, because it deals with the idea that 

translators may miss a joke because they do not understand it or simply fail to recognize it as 

a joke (192). If a translator decides that a joke is not clearly signalled in the source text, he 

might resort to a more overt joke in the target text to make sure that the target audience 

recognizes the humorous intention (192). A translator should not have to resort to explicating 

jokes, however, since that would compromise the author�s style, which is an unwanted by-

product of translating. The only time a translator may resort to explicit signalling is when 

there is a cultural hiatus due to which the target audience may not understand the original 
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joke. Having said that, a translator should definitely be able to discern both intentionality and 

signals in the source text, especially where humorous texts are concerned. 

The fifth joke-type that Zabalbeascoa notes, is the type of private/ in-group jokes 

(192). This type is quite close to one mentioned earlier, namely the restricted audience profile 

traits. If the target audience is excluded from the joke, they will probably not be able to grasp 

the humour, or they may simply not find it funny. Again, the understanding and appreciation 

of the joke is entirely dependent on the societal overlap of the source and target audience, so 

the translator has to be careful not to blindly copy the jokes from the ST. 

Wordplay v. narrative is actually an umbrella joke-type: it covers both linguistic jokes 

or puns, and jokes that involve a storyline (193). Naturally, it is the linguistic joke-type that is 

most problematic for the translator. A joke that gradually unfolds creates opportunities for the 

translator, because should there be an instance of humour that cannot be translated in the 

target language, he can resort to another spot in the text where he may indeed be able to insert 

a similar humorous remark. (193) In doing so, the translator will be able to balance the 

humour in the source and target text, even if he is unable to reproduce every joke from the 

target text exactly. 

The eighth parameter that Zabalbeascoa discusses is very similar to Attardo�s 

Knowledge Resource of the same name: Target (193). The basic assumption that both 

scholars support is that almost every instance of humour is aimed at a target, and that every 

target is � naturally � perceived differently in different cultures, if the target is known at all 

(193). Fortunately, since American and Dutch culture are very similar in many respects, most 

of Bryson�s humour that is aimed at a target, is not problematic for a Dutch audience. 

Another problem that can occur when translating a text � be it cross-cultural or not � is 

the encounter of a double meaning, another one of Zabalbeascoa�s parameters (194). When an 

instance of humour relies on double meaning or metaphor, it can be extremely difficult to 

capture the joke in the target language. Oftentimes, however, ambiguous humorous statements 

are part of jokes and are not so much incorporated into longer humorous narratives, unless 

they are used as part of some character�s remark, which would then still be classified as an 

instance of a proper joke. On the other hand, Bryson�s work is interspersed with authorial 

intrusion, and those instances are ideal opportunities for the insertion of double meanings. 

Still, there are no examples of double meaning in the selected fragments. 

The final five parameters are not relevant to the current study, so I will only discuss 

them briefly. They are optionality and familiarity, taboo, metalinguistic humour, verbal and 

non-verbal humour combined, and the forms of humour.  Optionality and familiarity is a 
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factor that has everything to do with the cultural problem in translation. Essentially, what this 

parameter accounts for, is the idea that some situations may condone or even welcome 

humour in one culture, while in another culture a joke in the same situation might be uncalled 

for (194). For a translator it is important to assess whether or not the situation calls for 

humour in the target language, but such dilemmas are especially problematic in formal 

translations rather than in the translation of novels. Taboo is quite close to the case of 

optionality (194), but since the Netherlands hardly knows of any taboos (at least none that are 

not taboos in other cultures as well), translators to Dutch will find themselves in a 

comfortable position. The same goes for the translating of Bryson, considering he does not 

discuss any taboos. When humour is labelled metalinguistic, Zabalbeascoa defines it as �its 

object [being] language, and its objective language awareness� (195). In other words, the 

translator is dealing with linguistic humour, such as puns. Word games of this kind can indeed 

be very difficult to translate because they rely so heavily on the language, but again, such 

instances of humour are usually found in proper jokes. Another factor in Zabalbeascoa�s 

�map� that does not apply to the process of translating Bryson is the combination of verbal 

and non-verbal ways to convey humour. Comic books, films and television are the main and 

most obvious examples that combine both ways of delivering forms of humour (195). Finally, 

the forms of humour are discussed, and the author implies that a change of culture might also 

call for a change of form, in order to make sure that the humour is appreciated and understood 

in the TC as well as in the SC (195). An example is Attardo�s reference to the �knock-knock�-

joke that is only known in English speaking countries (Attardo 186). This final parameter is 

closest and actually quite similar to Attardo�s Narrative Strategies KR. 

Now, in order to establish to what extent a translation of a joke/instance of humour is 

successful, Zabalbeascoa created a �binary branching tree� with several solutions for the 

translation problem (200). When translating a joke, a translator should try to preserve the 

same joke, and if that is impossible, he should at least try to use the same joke type, etcetera 

(Fig. 5). Zabalbeascoa points out that a more or less similar tree could also be created for 

Attardo�s KRs, starting with a joke 

translation that respects all KRs to a 

translation of a joke that does not respect 

any, and is therefore a failed translation. For 

Zabalbeascoa however, a translation of a 

humorous instance that is no longer 

humorous in the TT is not necessarily a            Fig. 6 Solutions (S): tree structure for translating P 
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failed translation, since there may have been other priorities in the ST that were much more 

important to keep intact, apart from humour: �A set of priorities for translation is not 

something that can be predefined by the theory, it is dependent on the task at hand, and the 

restrictions involved in the task (201). In the case of Bryson�s books, humour is one of the top 

priorities for translation. His work is drenched in humour, and unless a relevant explanation 

may be obscured by a humorous remark in the translation, or if the target audience would 

definitely not understand it (although in that case the joke should ideally be compensated for 

elsewhere), it should be preserved. And although Zabalbeascoa tentatively claims that his 

solution-tree can be applied to all types of humour (200), it may not work so well for 

Bryson�s humour. Let us have a look at the following example, taken from Shakespeare:  

 

�His �diary�, as it is usually called, wasn�t a diary so much as a 

catch-all of preoccupations: it included a recipe for curing 

deafness, notes on casting spells, even advice on how to best 

pasture a horse.�  

(69) 

 

First, this joke needs to be identified, which might cause problems in itself. The humour, of 

course, lies in the Script Opposition. Here, the opposition could be defined as something 

along the lines of MYSTERIOUS/PLAIN. The reader expects more mystery, but instead 

reads about the horse. Unfortunately though, Zabalbeascoa offers no mapping parameter to 

account for this type of humour, and in a way, he could not have, since it is not a proper joke. 

It is merely a humorous remark that is translatable in basically any language. There is no joke 

type involved, and as such most of Zabalbeascoa�s theory and his tree diagram is completely 

redundant for this type of humour. Still, while his ideas may not be applicable to all instances 

of humour, he does say that there are two different aspects when it comes to the categorization 

of jokes: a joke can be categorized for �the purpose of understanding or explaining what a 

joke is and how it works (�), or for establishing relationships between a source text and its 

target text� (198). I think that Attardo�s theories might cover both categorizations, while 

Zabalbeascoa�s covers the second categorization, but only partly. At any rate, both theories 

that have been discussed in this chapter will be very useful in the discussion of the translated 

passages below, which we turn to next. 
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5 � Annotated Translations 

 

The fragments below are translations of three excerpts taken from three different books by 

Bill Bryson: A Short History of Nearly Everything, The Life and Times of the Thunderbolt Kid 

and Shakespeare, the World as a Stage. The aim of these translations is to show how different 

types of humorous narratives by the same author are translated in practice, and what sort of 

problems can arise in the process. All three fragments are annotated, but only with regard to 

the humorous passages, so not every translation problem will be covered.  Every translation 

will be preceded by a short introduction in which the context, the dominant type of humour 

and the most pressing translation problems and challenges are discussed. Fragments are 

discussed in order of publication. 

 

5.1 � A Short History of Nearly Everything 

SH was first published in 2003, and was a direct result of Bryson�s wish to know more about 

the world and the universe. In the introduction he is the first to admit that he knew nothing 

about any of the processes and principles he discusses in the book (23), and that is probably 

one of the main reasons the humour he uses is extremely mild (when compared to LTTK, for 

example). Most of the humour in the book comes forth out of the abundance of quirky facts 

he has managed to dig up � several examples of those being present in this excerpt � and 

whenever he does make fun of scientists or experiments gone wrong, it is usually by means of 

understatements and mild irony. By making use of uncommon, but chirpy word combinations 

such as �splendidly improbable� (136) for example, he displays such a high level of 

enthusiasm that it is difficult to be offended by anything that follows.  

 Apart from the humour, there is a great deal of actual information in SH, and Bryson 

has managed to find a perfect balance between providing important and less important facts. 

Whenever he turns to a serious topic such as explaining Avogadro�s Principle (139) he puts 

humour aside until he is (almost) done with the topic, so that the reader is not distracted. 

 The challenge for the translator is that he has to try and capture the right overall tone 

of the book, which is accessible, friendly and humorous. The diction is never elevated as one 

might expect from scientific works, but rather down-to-earth, as readers have come to expect 

from Bryson. Jokes should never be translated too coarsely, unless Bryson makes fun of 

himself (when he elaborates on his ignorance when it comes to knowing his own world on 
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page 23) � something he does not do in this fragment. Whenever an instance of humour is 

insufficiently translatable into the TL, the translator may try and resort to adding humour 

elsewhere, as long it is in line with Bryson�s style here, in this book. Below is my version of 

the translation of pages 135-139 of the Black Swan paperback edition of 2004. 

 

5.1.1 - Translation 

In het begin van de negentiende eeuw werd het in Engeland een trend om distikstofoxide te 

inhaleren, oftewel lachgas, nadat men had ontdekt dat het gebruik �gepaard ging met een 

hoogst aangename sensatie� (1). In de vijftig jaar daarop zou het onder jongeren het 

populairste verdovende middel blijken. Eén groep geleerden, de Askesian Society, heeft zich 

een tijdje met weinig anders bezig gehouden. (2) In het theater werden �lachgasavonden� 

georganiseerd, waarbij vrijwilligers zichzelf konden verfrissen door eens flink te inhaleren en 

vervolgens het publiek mochten vermaken met hun komische gestuntel (3). 

 Pas in 1846 begon het iemand te dagen dat distikstofoxide ook praktisch toegepast kon 

worden, als verdovingsmiddel. Joost mag weten hoeveel tienduizenden mensen onnodig 

hebben liggen creperen van de pijn op de operatietafel, omdat niemand op het logische idee 

was gekomen om het gas daarvoor te gebruiken. (4) 

 Ik wilde dit even kwijt om duidelijk te maken dat scheikunde, waarmee zo veel 

vooruitgang was geboekt in de achttiende eeuw, heel wat van zijn draagvlak had verloren in 

de eerste decennia van de negentiende eeuw, ongeveer net zoals dat zou gebeuren met 

geologie in het begin van de twintigste eeuw. Deels was dat te wijten aan de beperkte 

onderzoeksapparatuur � zo waren er tot de tweede helft van de eeuw bijvoorbeeld geen 

centrifuges, waardoor ontzettend veel experimenten niet naar behoren konden worden 

uitgevoerd � en deels lag het aan de maatschappij. Scheikunde was over het algemeen een 

wetenschap voor de werkende man, mannen die zich bezighielden met steenkool, potas en 

verf, maar niet voor heren. Heren zagen meer in geologie, natuurhistorie en natuurkunde. (Dit 

gold in iets mindere mate voor het vasteland van Europa dan voor Groot-Brittannië, maar het 

scheelde niet veel). Het is misschien ook wel veelzeggend dat één van de  belangrijkste 

ontdekkingen van de eeuw, de brownbeweging, waarmee moleculaire activiteit werd 

aangetoond, niet afkomstig is van  een scheikundige, maar van de Schotse botanist Robert 

Brown. (In 1827 viel het Brown op dat piepkleine stuifmeelkorreltjes die in het water lagen 

alsmaar in beweging bleven, hoe lang hij ze ook liet liggen. De oorzaak van deze perpetuum 

mobile � het werk van onzichtbare moleculen � was lange tijd een mysterie.)  
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 En het had allemaal nog veel erger kunnen zijn als de wonderbaarlijk 

onwaarschijnlijke figuur Graaf von Rumsfeld er niet was geweest (5), die ondanks zijn 

prestigieuze titel in 1753 gewoon werd geboren in Woburn, Massachusetts als Benjamin 

Thompson (6). Thompson was energiek en ambitieus, �schoon in gelaat en leden� (7), zo nu 

en dan moedig en uitermate slim, maar in het geheel niet gehinderd door lastige 

gewetenskwesties (8). Op zijn negentiende trouwde hij een rijke weduwe die veertien jaar 

ouder was dan hij, maar toen de revolutie uitbrak in de koloniën nam hij het onverstandige 

besluit om zich bij de loyalisten te scharen (9) en een tijdje voor ze te spioneren. In het 

noodlottige jaar 1776 hing hem een arrestatie boven het hoofd �wegens matig enthousiasme 

jegens de vrijheid� (10). Hij verliet zijn vrouw en kinderen en wist ternauwernood te 

ontsnappen aan een meute anti-royalisten gewapend met emmers hete teer, zakken vol veren 

en de vurige wens om hem met beide producten te verfraaien (11). 

 Hij vluchtte eerst naar Engeland en toen naar Duitsland, waar hij militair adviseur 

werd voor de regering van Beieren. De autoriteiten waren zodanig van hem onder de indruk, 

dat hij in 1791 werd benoemd tot Graaf von Rumford van het Heilige Romeinse Rijk. Toen 

hij toch in München was, heeft hij meteen het ontwerp en de aanleg van de beroemde Engelse 

Tuin aldaar voor zijn rekening genomen (12). 

 Tussen de bedrijven door (13) wist hij op de één of andere manier ook nog tijd vrij te 

maken om flink wat wetenschappelijk onderzoek te verrichten (14). Zo werd hij de 

belangrijkste autoriteit ter wereld op het gebied van de thermodynamica en de eerste die de 

principes van de convectie van vloeistoffen en de omloop van zeestromen kon uitleggen. Hij 

heeft ook nog een aantal handige producten uitgevonden, zoals het koffiezetapparaat, 

thermisch ondergoed en een bepaald type fornuis dat nog altijd bekend staat als de schouw 

van Rumford. In 1805 trouwde hij tijdens een verblijf in Frankrijk met Madame Lavoisier, de 

weduwe van Antoine-Laurent. Het huwelijk was geen succes en al snel gingen ze uit elkaar, 

maar Rumford bleef in Frankrijk. Hij is overleden in 1814, gerespecteerd door iedereen 

behalve zijn ex-vrouwen. (15) 

 We brengen hem hier ter sprake omdat hij in 1799, tijdens een relatief kort verblijf in 

Londen, de Royal Institution heeft opgericht, één van de vele wetenschappelijke 

genootschappen die eind achttiende, begin negentiende eeuw als paddestoelen uit de grond 

schoten in Groot-Brittannië. Een tijdlang was het zo ongeveer het enige gerespecteerde 

instituut dat zich actief inzette voor de jonge wetenschap scheikunde en dat was bijna 

helemaal te danken aan één briljante jongeman met de naam Humphrey Davy. Hij werd 
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aangesteld als hoogleraar scheikunde vlak na opening van het instituut en met zijn uitstekende 

colleges en vele experimenten vergaarde hij al snel bekendheid. 

 Kort nadat hij in zijn nieuwe functie was getreden, kwam Davy met het ene na het 

andere element op de proppen (16) � potassium, sodium, magnesium, calcium, strontium en 

aluminium∗ . De reden dat hij zo veel nieuwe elementen ontdekte had niets te maken met een 

aangeboren gevoel voor reeksen (19), maar met de ontwikkeling van een ingenieuze techniek 

waarbij hij elektriciteit door gesmolten substantie liet stromen � een proces dat ook wel 

bekend is als elektrolyse. In totaal heeft hij twaalf elementen ontdekt, dat is een vijfde van alle  

elementen die tot nu toe bekend zijn. Davy had nog veel meer kunnen ontdekken, maar helaas 

ontwikkelde hij op jonge leeftijd een hardnekkige zucht naar de opbeurende geneugten van 

lachgas. Hij raakte zo verslingerd aan het gas dat hij er drie of vier keer per dag aan lurkte en 

in 1829 heeft dat hem waarschijnlijk het leven gekost. (20)  

 Gelukkig waren er elders wat gematigder types aan het werk (21). In 1808 was de 

strenge Quaker John Dalton de eerste die iets kon zeggen over de eigenschappen van een 

atoom (een vooruitgang die verderop wat uitgebreider wordt besproken) en in 1811 deed een 

Italiaan met de heerlijk theatrale naam Lorenzo Romano Amedeo Carlo Avogadro, Graaf van 

Quarequa en Cerreto (22), een ontdekking die op de lange duur ontzettend belangrijk zou 

blijken � hij ontdekte namelijk dat bij een gelijke hoeveelheid, twee willekeurige gassen die 

bewaard worden bij dezelfde temperatuur en onder dezelfde druk staan, allebei altijd exact 

evenveel moleculen bevatten.  

 Er waren twee dingen opmerkelijk aan de verrukkelijk eenvoudige Wet van Avogadro. 

Ten eerste was het een goede basis om het gewicht en de grootte van atomen nauwkeuriger te 

kunnen meten. Met behulp van de wiskunde van Avogadro is het wetenschappers 

bijvoorbeeld gelukt om te berekenen dat een gemiddelde atoom een diameter heeft van 

0,00000008 centimeter. Dat is heel erg klein. (23) En ten tweede wist vijftig jaar lang bijna 

niemand dat de wet bestond. (24) 

 

 

 

 
                                                
∗  In het Engels heerst er verwarring over de spelling van aluminium en dat is te wijten aan de besluiteloosheid 
van de anders zo besluitvaardige Davy (17). Toen hij het element in 1808 voor het eerst wist te isoleren, noemde 
hij het alumium. Om de één of andere reden besloot hij het vier jaar later toch maar te veranderen in aluminum. 
De Amerikanen namen de nieuwe term braaf over, maar veel Britten vonden aluminum maar niks, omdat dan het 
patroon van -ium (sodium, calcium en strontium) werd verstoord, dus voegden zij een klinker en een lettergreep 
toe. Verder heeft Davy onder andere nog de mijnwerkerslamp uitgevonden. (18) 
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5.1.2 � Notes  

1) The register switch has to be maintained in the translation by using an elevated style in 

Dutch. The Script Opposition that is evoked by the change of register is that of 

ABUSE/OVERALL ACCEPTANCE. 

2) Bryson downplays the importance of the learned body. Here, it is most important to get 

the right tone, which is mildly belittling. The Askesian Society is targeted for not doing a 

proper job. 

3) This is a humorous anecdote rather than a joke-like type of humour, so there is no special 

tactic as far as the translation is concerned. Still, Bryson keeps using a register that is 

slightly �off�: there is scepticism in his tone and it foretells the critical note on chemistry 

that will follow. 

4) This is an example of universal humour. Bryson�s irony verges on sarcasm here, as he 

targets nineteenth-century scientists for being negligent. In translation, his angry tone 

should be preserved, also because it marks the climax of his criticism in this passage. 

5) One of Bryson�s �odd couples�. In the ST, he uses �splendidly improbable�, so the TT 

should also have such an uncommon collocation. In Dutch, �wonderbaarlijk 

onwaarschijnlijk� almost sounds poetic, which makes the passage even more ridiculous. 

This is also an example of Bryson�s sympathetic way of making fun of others � that was 

so often mentioned in the reviews � so the translator has to be careful not to cross that line 

of benevolence and stray into cynicism. Apart from the obvious humour in the choice of 

words itself, Bryson also seems to signal the joke at hand by using word combinations like 

these. 

6) This anti-climax is not difficult to preserve in the translation. However, it is important that 

in the TT either the man�s original name or his place of birth is in final position, since that 

information is the punch line of the joke. Putting the punch line last upholds the Narrative 

Strategy of the joke. 

7) This is another example of register humour. Bryson�s use of old quotations is an easy and 

clever way to play with register. 

8) This is an understatement that is heavy with irony. In the ST: �untroubled by anything so 

inconveniencing as a scruple�. By opposing what he actually means (see also figure 2 by 

Colston and O�Brien on page 20), the image is actually stronger. In a case like this the 

translator should keep in mind the pragmatics rather than the exact semantics of the text, 

because Bryon�s remark, although very telling with regard to the man�s character, is 
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mentioned almost parenthetically. That flow and seeming unimportance of the remark has 

to be preserved in the TT. 

9) The choice he made nearly got him killed, so the understatement that he �unwisely sided� 

with the royalists should be preserved. The phrasing is very English, but by changing the 

sentence structure in the TT, the translation still has the exact same understated 

connotation. 

10) Bryson here found a quote that serves as a humorous register switch as well as an 

understatement, which is convenient for the translator. �Lukewarmness� is not translatable 

into one word in Dutch, so the translation is bound to lose some of the ST�s power, but 

since the ST�s joke involves both a register switch and an understatement, there is still 

enough humour for the translator to work with. The register switch works especially well 

in translation. 

11) Another understatement that, when recognized, is fairly easy to translate. The translator 

does have to pay attention to the placing of �verfraaien� in the TT, since it is an 

unexpected word choice for the anecdote and should therefore only be unveiled at the end 

of the sentence. 

12) Bryson makes it seem as if the design and layout of a park is not that much work, but only 

by mentioning it after the climax of the anecdote � the fact that Thompson was named 

Count von Rumford (further on in the text he employs this same trick when talking about 

Davy). I decided to exaggerate his point in the translation, because inevitably, humour will 

be lost elsewhere. By exaggerating here, that loss is being compensated.  

13) Similar humour to (12), where I opted for a pragmatic and idiomatic translation that may 

not be an exact representation of the ST, but does fit into the rest of the text. 

14) In the ST there is a linguistic Script Opposition: CONVERSATIONAL/SCIENTIFIC. Bryson 

speaks of science, but his register belongs to a casual conversation. This humorous effect 

by means of an SO can easily stay intact in the translation. 

15) The most important thing here is to preserve the final position of the punch line, and 

luckily Dutch sentence structure allows for that, so that noting is lost in translation. 

16) See (14). �To bang out� elements is patently not a common way of describing scientific 

discoveries. The translation may be slightly stronger here because of the final placement 

of the translation of �bang out�, due to which the surprise with the reader is greater. 

17) The TL offers a wonderful opportunity here, by incorporating both �besluiteloos� and 

�besluitvaardig�. Although the original sentence structure is almost entirely ignored, the 

sentence is still very humorous because of the oppositeness of the two words that look 
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very similar. This is a good example of the doctrine that humour should be funny. The 

casual paraphrasing makes for a more adequate translation, even though the registers of 

SL and TL are quite different. But since Bryson himself often switches from a casual to a 

more elevated diction, the translator has more freedom to do so too, if it is beneficial to 

TT. 

18) Here, Bryson offers the reader a completely irrelevant aside. It is important that in 

translation, this final remark comes out of the blue as well. Moreover, the sentence needs 

to be short, so the reader finishes it before he realizes that it has nothing to do with the 

previous explanation. The surprise element creates the humour. 

19) This translation is quite problematic for several reasons. First of all, I had difficulty 

understanding that it was humorous (a problem that lies with the translator, not the text). 

Next, Bryson uses only two words to create the image where Dutch apparently needs five. 

And although it should be universal joke, it does not seem to work well in the Target 

Culture. So it is translatable as such, although the humour is not as compactly delivered in 

the TT as it is in the ST. 

20) This is another example of playing with the register. Bryson speaks of addiction in a 

fashion that would not usually fit the context, but here it serves as a form of irony. The 

translation should not be too flat, or the humour will be lost. 

21) It is a switch from the rather humour-packed story on Davy to a more serious (because it 

is more complicated) discussion of Avogadro�s Principle, and Bryson changes the subject 

by this slightly ironic remark. Naturally, there will be more sober types at work elsewhere 

when compared to a scientist who died of a drug overdose. I thought about translating 

�luckily� with �godzijdank� to enhance the humour, but that would compromise Bryson�s 

intention � he wants to be subtle, so the translation should be subtle as well. 

22) Another odd couple that signals a joke. In the TT, the word combination should be just as 

uncommon as in the ST for the humour to work. 

23) Since it is hard to translate �indeed� in this context, I opted for starting a new sentence, 

which enforces the superfluity of the remark. By starting a new sentence, there is an 

increased effect of surprise. 

24) Another surprise effect. First, Bryson explains a very important finding, then ends by 

saying that apparently, nobody was interested in it. Not a very difficult translation 

problem, but it should be translated compactly and to the point. 
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5.2 � The Life and Times of the Thunderbolt Kid 

This book followed SH and was first published in 2006. It has an almost completely different 

humorous style from SH, especially when considering both LTTK and SH were written by the 

same author. It also covers a completely different topic: Bryson�s youth. His own youth is 

evidently something Bryson knows much more about that about the complete history of the 

universe, and it clearly shows from the type of humour he uses in this autobiography. Not 

only was his childhood a happy one which he therefore obviously does not mind mocking, he 

also feels comfortable talking about himself and his surroundings. This fragment consists of 

numerous hyperboles, a type of humour that was almost entirely absent in SH (and ShSp, for 

that matter). However, the overall writing style � apart from the humour, that is � is still 

undoubtedly Bryson in that it is very accessible and has an easy flow. 

 Of the three fragments, this one is probably not the most difficult for the translator, but 

it is still challenging because of the potential creativity he can use. Because of Bryson�s 

abundance, the translator never has to hold back. Rather, he can take an opportunity to add a 

joke (where the translation offers one), provided it is in line with the rest of the text. The 

fragment discusses an apparently �horrible� aspect of Bryson�s childhood, having to do with 

an amusement park, and that paves the way for the excessive use of exaggerations. Since 

children have a tendency to exaggerate anyway the use of this trope fits the passage perfectly. 

The fragment is taken from the 2007 Black Swan paperback edition, and spans pages 293 

through 298. I will not discuss every hyperbole separately, because most of them are very 

similar in how they are used and what they represent. 

 
5.2.1 - Translation 

Elke zomer, als je al een tijdje niet naar school was geweest en je ouders je wel weer genoeg 

hadden gezien voor één vakantie (1), kwam het alomgevreesde moment waarop ze je naar 

Riverview stuurden � (2) een klein, aftands pretpark op een somber industrieterrein in het 

noorden van de stad. Je kreeg twee dollar en de opdracht om jezelf op z�n minst acht uur te 

vermaken, maar liever nog langer (3). 

Riverview was een verontrustende instelling. De achtbaan, een soort Himalaya van verouderd 

hout, was de allergammelste en minst vertrouwenwekkende constructie ooit gemaakt. (4) In 

vijfendertig jaar tijd waren de karretjes van binnen en van buiten volledig bedekt geraakt met 

geknoeide popcorn en hysterisch braaksel (5). Hij was gemaakt in 1920 en dat kon je merken 

aan elk piepend scharnier en gebarsten steunkruis. En hij was enorm � ik geloof zes kilometer 

lang en pak hem beet vierduizend meter hoog (6). Het was verreweg de engste attractie aller 
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tijden (7). Er werd niet eens in geschreeuwd; iedereen was veel te bang om wat voor geluid 

dan ook te maken. Als hij voorbij kwam, begon de grond zo hevig te trillen dat er een golf � 

een soort lawine, eigenlijk � van stof en versteende vogelstront van de smerige balken naar 

beneden kwam (8). Even later volgde een plaatselijke stortbui van braaksel. (9) 

De gasten die de attracties bedienden leken allemaal sprekend op Richard Speck, de 

moordenaar uit Chicago (10). Hun hele werkende leven bestond volledig uit puistjes 

uitknijpen en  praten met groepjes levenslustige meisjes met enkelsokjes, waar ze om één of 

andere onduidelijke reden altijd door werden omringd (11). Er waren geen vaste rittijden of 

iets dergelijks, dus als iemand van het personeel zich terugtrok in z�n hokje om te wippen, of 

over het hek en de grote open plek erachter vluchtte bij het zien van twee mannen met een 

arrestatiebevel (12), moesten bezoekers voor onbepaalde tijd blijven zitten � soms dagenlang 

(13), als de medewerker er vandoor was met een belangrijke sleutel of slinger. Ik kende een 

jongen, Gus Mahoney, die zo lang in de Mad Mouse had gezeten en zo veel  

g-krachten had moeten doostaan, dat hij z�n haar tot drie maanden daarna niet naar voren kon 

kammen en z�n oren bijna bij elkaar kwamen op z�n achterhoofd (14).  

Zelfs de botsauto�s waren idioot spectaculair (15). Van een afstand leek de 

botsautobaan net een lasfabriek vanwege alle vonken die van het plafond spatten (16) die 

bovendien altijd in jouw wagentje terecht konden komen, wat de rit extra spannend maakte 

(17). Het personeel bij de botsauto�s stond frontale botsingen niet alleen toe, ze stimuleerden 

ze zelfs. (18) De wagentjes waren zodanig opgevoerd dat je het gaspedaal alleen maar aan 

hoefde te raken, het maakte niet uit hoe zachtjes of voorzichtig (19), en dan gingen ze er zó 

snel vandoor dat je hoofd veranderde in een gillende bol aan het uiteinde van een soort 

zwiepend twijgje (20). De wagentjes waren met geen mogelijkheid te besturen als ze eenmaal 

in beweging waren. (21) Ze vlogen wild heen en weer zonder de grond echt te raken (22), 

totdat ze ergens tegenaan knalden en jij plotseling in de gelegenheid werd gesteld om het 

stuur van wel héél dichtbij te bestuderen (23).  

Het ergste wat er kon gebeuren was dat je in een onberekenbaar en traag karretje moest, of in 

een exemplaar dat het überhaupt niet deed. Er waren namelijk veertig andere bestuurders, 

waaronder veel kleine kinderen die nog nooit de kans hadden gehad om zich te wreken op iets 

groters dan een nerveuze pad (24), die met ongebreideld enthousiasme vanuit alle mogelijke 

hoeken op je af vlogen. Ik heb een keer een jongetje gezien dat uit een kapot wagentje 

probeerde te vluchten terwijl de rit nog niet was afgelopen � dat moest je natuurlijk nooit 

doen (25) � en beduusd naar de rand wankelde. Op het moment dat z�n voeten de metalen 

vloer raakten, werd hij besprongen door meer dan tweeduizend knetterende, blauwe vonkjes, 
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waardoor hij werd verlicht als een lampion en er even uit zag als een soort levende 

röntgenfoto (26). Je kon al z�n botten en de meeste grote organen in z�n lijf zien zitten (27). 

Hij wist op miraculeuze wijze alle wagentjes die op hem afkwamen � en dat waren ze 

natuurlijk allemaal � te ontwijken om vervolgens buiten op het stoppelige gras in elkaar te 

zakken. Terwijl zijn kruin nog een beetje nasmeulde vroeg hij of iemand zijn moeder kon 

laten weten dat hij van haar hield. (28) Behalve permanent oorsuizen heeft hij er trouwens 

niets ernstigs aan overgehouden, al stonden de wijzers van zijn Zorro-horloge sindsdien voor 

altijd op tien over twee. 

Er was niets in Riverview dat niet verschrikkelijk was (29). Zelfs de Tunnel of Love 

was een kwelling. Er zat altijd wel een grapjas in het eerste bootje die het nodig vond om een 

slijmerige rochel op te hoesten en die vervolgens met een krachtig fwop tegen het lage plafond 

te mikken. En daar bleef hij dan bungelen, als een stalactiet van speeksel, totdat hij zich op 

het gezicht van iemand in het volgende bootje drapeerde (30). Het geheim van een goeie 

rochel (31) � en ik kan het weten � had in feite niks te maken met spuug, maar met hoe snel je 

kon rennen als de bootjes stopten. 

In Riverview kwam je er ook achter dat de kinderen van de andere kant van de stad je 

dood wilden hebben en tot alles in staat waren om dat te bereiken (32). Kinderen uit de buurt 

van Riverview zaten op een school die zo troosteloos en grijs was dat hij niet eens een 

fatsoenlijke naam had, maar alleen een geografische aanduiding: North High. Ze hadden een 

hekel aan kinderen van de Theodore Roosevelt High School, het bastion van beschaving, 

comfort en kwaliteitsschoeisel waartoe wij waren voorbestemd. (33) Waar je ook liep in 

Riverview, maar vooral als je niet bij je groep bleef (of geen groep had, in het geval van 

Milton Milton) (34), liep je het risico dat je de duisternis werd ingesleurd, stevig in elkaar 

werd getimmerd en werd ontdaan van portemonnee, schoenen, toegangskaartje en broek. Er 

was altijd wel een ventje � eigenlijk was het altijd Milton Milton, nu ik erover nadenk (35) � 

dat wanhopig rondzwierf in een afgezakte onderbroek, of onderaan de achtbaan hulpeloos aan 

het jammeren was over z�n spijkerbroek die nu honderd meter boven de grond aan een 

dwarsbalk hing. (36) 

Ik kende kinderen die hun ouders smeekten om ze niet achter te laten in Riverview. Hun 

vingers moesten worden losgewrikt van het autoportier en van elk paar grote-mensenbenen 

(37) dat voorbij kwam. Met hun hielen maakten ze groeven in het zand van vijftien centimeter 

diep, vanaf het punt van waar ze werden meegesleurd tot aan de ingang, waar ze door het 

tourniquet werden geduwd met de mededeling dat ze plezier moesten gaan maken (38). Het 

voelde alsof je voor de leeuwen werd geworpen (39). 
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Er was ook een jaarlijkse gebeurtenis waar iedereen oprecht naar uitkeek en dat was de Iowa 

State Fair, die eind augustus werd gehouden op een enorm terrein helemaal aan de oostkant 

van de stad. Het was één van de grootste jaarmarkten in het land. De film State Fair was 

gebaseerd op de Iowa State Fair en daar op locatie gefilmd en dat vervulde ons allemaal met 

een vreemd gevoel van trots, ook al was er voor zover wij wisten niemand die de film ooit had 

gezien of er ook maar iets vanaf wist (40). 

De State Fair werd gehouden in de benauwdste en heetste tijd van het jaar. Je was er 

constant doorweekt van het zweet en je werkte alleen maar ongezonde dingen naar binnen � 

schaafijs, suikerspinnen, ijslolly�s, ijsrepen, hotdogs van dertig centimeter met kleffe saus, 

liters van de allerzoetste limonade � totdat je niet veel meer was dan een wandelende 

vliegenstrip en van top tot teen onder zat met bonte vlekken en vastgeplakte, halfdode 

insecten. (41) 

Op de State Fair werd vooral het leven op de boerderij in het zonnetje gezet. Er waren 

reusachtige hallen vol borduurwerkjes en jam en maïskolven en tafel na tafel met overvolle 

vlaaien zo groot als autobanden (42). Alles wat kon worden geteeld, gekookt, ingeblikt of 

genaaid, werd vanuit alle hoeken van de staat met zorg naar Des Moines vervoerd, zodat men 

er harstochtelijk mee kon wedijveren (43). Er werden ook glimmende, nieuwe tractoren en 

andere koopwaar tentoongesteld in een wonderlijke ruimte die de Hal voor Nijverheids-

allerlei (44) werd genoemd. Er was ook elk jaar een zogenaamde Boterkoe, dat was een 

levensgrote koe die was gebeeldhouwd uit een gigantisch blok boter (nou ja, formaat koe). 

Het ding werd beschouwd als één van de wonderen van Iowa en omstreken en er stond altijd 

een groep mensen omheen die het zeer kon waarderen. 

Achter de tentoonstellingshallen stonden enorme, stinkende paviljoenen, stuk voor 

stuk een paar hectare groot. Ze stonden vol met hokken, vooral met varkens erin, en 

honderden ijverige jongemannen die bezig waren met het oppoetsen, wassen en verzorgen van 

hun vette biggetjes, in de hoop dat ze een gekleurd lintje zouden winnen en vol trots konden 

terugkeren naar gehuchten als Grundy Center en Pisgah (45). Nogal een rare manier om roem 

te vergaren. (46) 

 

5.2.2 - Notes 

1) �Season� does not translate well into Dutch, but by using �vakantie� there is a similar 

pragmatic connotation. If anything, a holiday is shorter than a season, implying the child 
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is ever worse to be around. Exaggeration in the TT is not a problem, since the rest of the 

fragment has many more hyperboles. 

2) Hyperbole. 

3) Here, the humour lies in what is being said exclusively, so it does not have anything to 

do with stylistic devices or punning. It can therefore be easily translated. However, the 

final remark has to be delivered by means of a brief paraphrasing. One of my first 

translations was �maar als het even kon liever nog langer�, but that would flatten the 

humour, because it is too drawn out. 

4) This is the start of a long series of hyperboles. The translator may after a while feel 

inclined to hold back, but that is absolutely not Bryson�s intention. Especially when 

comparing this style of writing with the other two fragments, it is clear that he 

deliberately exaggerates. If anything, the translator should add an hyperbole if the 

opportunity arises, but definitely not delete any. The fact that Bryson chose to compare 

the roller coaster with the Himalayas is convenient for the translator, because it does not 

create a cultural hiatus (as opposed to when he would have used Hawkeye Point, for 

example � a mountain in Iowa). 

5) Hyperbole. 

6) Hyperbole. Because of the Dutch metric system, the trope is even stronger. 

7) Hyperbole. 

8) Hyperbole. 

9) Hyperbole. In a single paragraph, Bryson has used six hyperboles. In doing so, he gives 

the reader the feeling that what they are reading is seen through the eyes of a child. 

Children often exaggerate to prove their point. Of course, all the instances of hyperbole 

also add to the horrific image of the amusement park. Again, the translator should not 

leave any exaggeration untranslated. 

10) This may be a possible example of a joke of the type that is restricted by audience 

profile traits. Richard Speck is probably much less well known in the Netherlands than 

he is in the US. However, Bryson does add that he is a murdered from Chicago, so 

himself might not have been too certain of his audience�s knowledge (something that 

might also have had to do with the fact that he is almost bi-national and kept in mind his 

British audience). Since the necessary information is added in the ST already, the 

translator can opt for a literal translation. Another possibility would have been to 

neutralize the translation and opt for something like �ze zagen er allemaal uit als 

seriemoordenaars�. Still, that would not have been ideal, because it would not have 
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included the fact that they all looked so much alike (i.e. they were all cousins and 

brothers from the same family). 

11) A linguistic problem arises because of �unfathomably�. Dutch does not use adverbs as 

freely as English does, so there will always have to be compromise. Because the adverb 

needs to be described someway in the TT, the sentence is slightly drawn-out and 

therefore less catchy than the original. It is for this reason a translator can decide to add 

humour where it fits and is feasible and appropriate. The TT is still humorous, but it has 

to do with the fact that Bryson can simply not understand that pretty girls were 

interested in scary guys, not with the phrasing. 

12) Humorous anecdote, where the translation of �warrant� should be in punch-line position. 

In Attardo�s terms, the punch lines I mentioned so far have all been jab lines, but since 

all instances of humour are discussed separately in this approach, I felt punch line would 

be clearer. 

13) Another hyperbole with an extra surprise effect, because it follows a dash. The translator 

should keep it short and simple. 

14) A very elaborate hyperbole, the humour of which especially lies in the reader�s 

visualization of the image. When the rich is image is kept intact, the translation will be 

successful. 

15) Another uncommon coupling of an adverb and an adjective, again signalling a humorous 

paragraph. 

16) Hyperbole with lively imagery. Script Opposition opposes the idea of a peaceful 

amusement park and a welder�s yard � a place where children patently do not belong. A 

challenge arose from the translation of �welder�s yard�. Since Dutch does not have a 

standard name for it, I decided to go for �lasfabriek�, which involves a slight register 

switch, downwards this time. Although it may not be an exact translation, it does convey 

the fact that the story is seen through the eyes of a child (cf. autofabriek, taartenfabriek). 

Here the translator can thus make up for humorous effects that were lost earlier. 

17) Understatement that has already been discussed on page 15. 

18) This remark further builds up the horrific image of the park and the dodgem cars 

especially, but it is not a translation problem per se. 

19) This is not a hyperbole, but it does build up to one. Moreover, it modifies the hyperbole 

that follows, and so heightens the exaggeration. 

20) The image Bryson evokes here could probably best be described with slapstick. The idea 

of a child gently touching the accelerator and then being launched belongs is almost 
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Laurel and Hardy material. The translation of such passages should be done very 

carefully, because the balance of the image could easily be compromised. Whip-like is 

problematic, because it cannot be literally translated into Dutch. The most important 

thing, however, is to keep the extreme hyperbole intact here. 

21) Hyperbole. 

22) Hyperbole. 

23) By switching the register, Bryson creates a surprise effect that does unfortunately not 

hold in the Dutch translation because of the conventions of word order. The register 

switch contains the Script Opposition SCIENCE/ACCIDENT and that can be preserved, 

but in Dutch, �examine� has to be in final position and that compromises the surprise 

effect. The image itself, however, is still humorous. 

24) Bryson�s elaborate style often works well with humour, but here he seems to have 

slightly overdone it. The ST is already somewhat messy and long, so the translator is 

faced with the difficult task of creating an adequate translation of an (arguably) 

inadequate passage. Basically, the sentence does not flow as well as it should, so when 

the TT uses all original elements of the sentence, the result will be an unbalanced 

translation. Still, excluding elements will definitely mean the humour will diminish, so I 

decided to leave them all in anyway. 

25) Bryson targets the child that got out of the car by including the reader in what he says. 

We know that you should never do what he did, but the child did not know, so he paid 

for it. The target is universal, so the translation does not pose any problems, although in 

order for the Dutch to appear natural, the emphasis might need to change. 

26) Hyperbole. 

27) Hyperbole. An extra humorous effect is added by Bryson�s mentioning that �most of� 

his �larger� organs were visible. Even though he uses an extreme exaggeration, he adds 

limitations, which makes the joke even more absurd. It is important to include these 

qualifiers. 

28) Dramatic hyperbole. The child thinks it is dying. 

29) Hyperbole. 

30) Draping is a euphemism here, and luckily it can be translated literally in the TT. 

31) �Louie-hanging� cannot be literally translated into Dutch, because there is a linguistic 

hiatus here. American popular culture has a specific term, louie-hanging, where Dutch 

does not. To capture the lowbrow connotation of the term, I used colloquial diction. 

However, the TT does lose the idea of �louie-hanging� being something like swimming 
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or ice-skating, i.e. a proper skill. Unfortunately, such losses are part of translating 

humour. As Zabalbeascoa put it, though, it is not necessarily a failed translation, because 

at least now the TC-reader understands the text. 

32) Another hyperbole that illustrates the uncompromising relentlessness of the �other� 

children. A strong switch from the previous paragraph, this sentence should remain 

business-like in translation. 

33) Bryson uses a strong Script Opposition here, as well as a slight switch of register and 

some heavy irony, all in one sentence. For the translation of �outpost of privilege�, I 

decided to go for the translation that was idiomatic and has the right pragmatic 

connotation rather than use a more or less literal translation � it also preserves the 

(almost-) alliteration from the original. The irony lies in the adding of �quality 

footwear�, a joke that poses no major problem in translation. 

34) This is one of the running gags of the novel. Since Milton Milton is always made fun of, 

it is important that the translation comes across just as matter-of-factly as the original 

sentence, in order to create Bryson�s deadpan delivery. �Milton Milton� should be in 

final position. 

35) Again, Bryson targets Milton Milton. He keeps joking at the character�s expense in the 

same style: dry and business-like. The translator has to be careful not to compromise 

that style, since it is particularly (albeit not exclusively) used for the Milton Milton 

jokes. 

36) Hyperbole. 

37) Although the ST speaks of �adult legs�, there is a translation that fits the text better than 

the reflexive choice of �volwassen� for �adult�. By going for �grote mensen�, the 

translator sees things through the eyes of the child. The change of register also adds 

extra humour to the passage, because the sudden use of childlike language is 

unexpected. 

38) This paragraph is one giant hyperbole that is based on Script Opposition at the same 

time. An amusement park is supposed to be fun, but in the fragment preceding this 

paragraph, Bryson has already brutally challenged that general consensus of fun being 

intrinsic to a theme park, and in this final paragraph he adds a little extra as if to create 

some sort of grand finale. The SO that is captured in the consecutive hyperboles is that 

of AMUSEMENT/HORROR.  

39) The translator should note the abrupt opposition (not Script Opposition) of �and told to 

have fun� and �It was like being put in a lion�s cage� immediately following it. Apart 
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from the fact that this final sentence is obviously hyperbolic, Bryson�s delivery of the 

message is also quite curt, as if he recalls the monstrous ordeal he had to suffer each 

year as he is writing it down, and still blames his parents for it. As opposed to many of 

his other description in the preceding passage, he does not elaborate at all in this 

sentence, but still it is extremely dramatic and over the top, and the translator should 

keep that in mind. The final sentence should be brief, so the tension is palpable to the 

reader. 

40) This is a joke with an elaborate punch line. If we compare this punch line with the one 

discussed in note 39 above, there is a very clear difference in length and elaboration on 

Bryson�s part, which he obviously decided upon for a reason. Here, Bryson elaborates to 

emphasize everyone�s ignorance concerning the movie, which contrasts sharply with the 

pride they feel towards it. It is important that the translator notices such deliberate 

choices in sentence length, otherwise the humorous effect that the author had in mind 

might diminish. 

41) Another hyperbole that takes up an entire paragraph. This time, the translator is also 

faced with a slight cultural rift concerning the food that is mentioned. Still, it is quite 

easy to go around those and replace them. To ascertain that the hyperbole does not lose 

any of its power, however, the translation should not exclude any products because they 

do not exist in the target culture. Bryson uses a rather elaborate style again, so that 

should also be preserved in the TT. 

42) This joke presents the translator with a more serious problem. The TC is much less 

familiar with pies than is the SC and in order to create an understandable image, the 

translation has to change �pie� into �vlaai� (I think that is the most appropriate option 

since they are also filled, at least more so than �taart�). Still, �dome-roofed� is a 

problem and here the translator has no other choice but to go with an image that is 

weaker than the original. In an attempt to limit the damage, I used alliteration. 

43) There is a Script Opposition here that is brought about by a register switch. The State 

Fair is a fairly crude event, so the use of �ardent competition� is out of synch with the 

overall connotation the reader has with the image (people are competing over who has 

the best pie or pig). Naturally, the people at the fair are serious about the competition, 

but to outsiders (i.e. the reader) it may seem somewhat excessive, and Bryson 

anticipates that in his register switch, so the translator should retain the Script 

Opposition VULGAR AMUSEMENT/RESPECTED COMPETITION by preserving that. 
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44) Because Bryson uses �hall of wonders�, I decided to go for a translation that is very 

loosely based on the ST. The fact that Bryson speaks of a hall of wonders indicates that 

it was a rather interesting area, and since �Varied Industries Building� does not mean 

much in a very strict sense, the translator can make up for some of the humour that was 

lost due to previous translation problems. I feel that in this particular book, the translator 

should not hold back whatsoever when he feels that there is an opportunity to create 

humour in the TT, since it is obvious that the author himself went out of his way to 

insert as many jokes as he could think of. The fact that it alliterates, it is a nonsensical 

name by which the reader will have no idea what to expect, and it has a wondrous ring 

to it, I thought �Nijverheidsallerlei� fit the text perfectly. 

45) The TT-reader will not have the same connotation with the villages that Bryson 

mentions, but there is no way for the translator to change them, so there will obviously 

be a loss of humour. I added �gehuchten� to the translation to help the TT-reader 

understand that the fact that the prize winners will be heroes in those hamlets is indeed 

rather insignificant. 

46) Bryson targets the competitors at the fair. He ridicules them by understating their 

insignificance, a method by which it is highlighted rather than downplayed. By using an 

understatement, he does not get mean, so the translator should keep that in mind as well. 

 

5.3 � Shakespeare, the World as a Stage 

This fragment comprises the beginning of the chapter In London and starts out with a 

discussion of the authenticity of the current Globe Theatre by means of the examination of 

several images the theatre has been modelled on. Considering Bryson, this passage is not so 

much packed with proper jokes as it is written in an overall light-hearted tone that was also 

present in SH, for example. The predominant stylistic humorous device is the understatement. 

The reason that he uses understatement here rather than hyperbole to stress his point s here is 

probably similar to the reason he chose to avoid them in SH: a certain respect for the subject 

he is discussing. The subject here being Shakespeare, of course. 

 It is rather difficult to put the finger on Bryson�s light tone in these three fragments 

here, because they do add to the humour. In the very beginning of this thesis, Victor Raskin 

was quoted about so-called �accompanying factors� (Raskin 11-12), and Bryson�s style may 

well be said to produce one of those accompanying factors: being in a good mood. When the 

reader is put at ease and in a cheerful mood by the language that is used throughout the entire 

book, he is much more susceptible to instances of humour and jokes. It is therefore very 
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important that the translator strikes the right tone at all times, which will often mean choosing 

the more everyday expression when in doubt and going for idiomatic expressions when 

fitting.  

 As with SH, there is a lot of proper information in this book, alternated with the quirky 

anecdotes that do, however, still add to the overall image the reader gets of Shakespeare and 

his time � often put into a new perspective because of the unusual information. This 

fragments gets its humorous nature especially from the story Bryson tells the reader, rather 

than the number of punch lines. The translator should therefore especially pay attention to the 

way in which he presents these anecdotes. Idiosyncratic anecdotes call for idiosyncratic 

phrasing, so the first solution that comes up, however grammatical, is probably not 

immediately the most appropriate one. Pragmatics is more important than semantics. Below 

follows the translation of pages 65-70 of the Harper Perennial paperback edition from 2008. 

 
5.3.1 - Translation 

In 1596, toen de Nederlandse toerist Johannes de Witt een theatervoorstelling bijwoonde in 

het nieuwe Swan Theatre in Londen, deed hij iets heel handigs waar kennelijk nog nooit 

iemand was opgekomen (1). Hij maakte een tekening � een nogal ruwe schets die 

perspectivisch niet volledig weet te overtuigen (2) � van het interieur van het Swan theater, 

gezien vanaf een zitplaats in het midden van de bovenste galerij. De schets laat een groot 

podium zien, deels overkapt, met daarachter een toren waarin zich het zogenaamde tiring 

house (een afkorting van attiring house, letterlijk �kleedhuis�) bevond � een term die voor het 

eerst werd opgetekend door Shakespeare in A Midsummernight�s Dream � waar acteurs zich 

konden omkleden en rekwisieten konden pakken. Boven het tiring house waren tribunes voor 

muzikanten en publiek en ruimtes die gebruikt konden worden tijdens de voorstelling, voor 

balkonscènes en dergelijke. Het geheel lijkt sprekend op het interieur van het nagebouwde 

Globe theater dat nu in Londen te vinden is. 

Het werkje van de De Witt is vervolgens kwijtgeraakt, maar gelukkig had een vriend 

van hem het getrouw nagetekend in een notitieboekje en dat exemplaar is uiteindelijk 

terechtgekomen in de archieven van de universiteitsbibliotheek van Utrecht. En daar is het 

bijna driehonderd jaar onopgemerkt blijven liggen (3). Maar in 1888 werd het boekje met de 

ruwe schets gevonden door een Duitser, Karl Gaedertz, en gelukkig � het mag een wonder 

heten � zag hij in hoe waardevol het was, want het is voor zover bekend de enige afbeelding 

van het interieur van een Elizabethaans theater in Londen. Zonder die tekening zouden we 

nagenoeg niets weten over indeling van dergelijke theaters in die tijd. En dat verklaart 
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waarom het interieur van het nieuwe, nagemaakte Globe theater er zo veel op lijkt: er was 

niets anders. (4) 

Twintig jaar na het bezoek van De Witt was het de beurt aan een andere Nederlander, 

een kunstenaar die Claes Jan Visscher heette. Hij maakte een beroemde gravure van een 

panorama van Londen, met op de voorgrond de theaters van Bankside, waaronder de Globe. 

De min of meer ronde vorm en het rieten dak deden meteen denken aan de �wooden O� van 

Shakespeare en sindsdien is het de standaard afbeelding van het theater. Maar in 1948 kwam 

wetenschapper I.A. Shapiro met het tamelijk onomstotelijke bewijs (5) dat Visscher zijn 

tekening had gebaseerd op een andere gravure uit 1572, nog voordat ook maar één theater dat 

hij had afgebeeld daadwerkelijk was gebouwd. Sterker nog, Visscher bleek nog nooit in 

Londen te zijn geweest, dus hij was niet bepaald de meest betrouwbare getuige (6). 

Nu was er nog maar één afbeelding over uit die periode waarvan men zeker wist dat 

hij naar het leven was getekend, en dat was een afbeelding van de hand van de Boheemse 

kunstenaar Wenceslas Hollar uit het eind van de jaren dertig of begin jaren veertig van de 

zeventiende eeuw. Het heet Long View en het is een hele mooie tekening � �misschien wel het 

mooiste en meest harmonieuze panorama van Londen dat er is�, volgens Peter Ackroyd � 

maar ook een beetje een vreemde, omdat de afbeelding gezien is vanuit een punt dat iets 

hoger en een stukje achter de toren van Southwark Cathedral ligt (die toen nog Church of St 

Saviour and St Marie Overie heette), alsof Hollar op de kathedraal neerkeek vanaf een ander 

gebouw � een gebouw dat helemaal niet bestond (7). 

Het is dus een panorama � volledig nauwkeurig, voor zover bekend � dat nog nooit 

iemand had gezien. Om preciezer te zijn, het tweede Globe theater stond erop, niet het eerste, 

want dat was afgebrand in 1613, drie jaar voordat Shakespeare overleed. De tweede Globe 

was een  prima theater en we mogen van geluk spreken we de tekening van Hollar hebben, 

want vlak daarna werd het afgebroken, maar toch was het niet de plek waar (met aan 

zekerheid grenzende waarschijnlijkheid) Julius Caesar, Macbeth en nog pakweg een dozijn 

andere toneelstukken van Shakespeare voor het eerst waren opgevoerd. Hoe dan ook, de 

Globe beslaat maar een fractie van de hele compositie en hij staat ook nog op 275 meter 

afstand, dus erg gedetailleerd is hij niet (8). 

En dat zijn dan alle afbeeldingen die we hebben van de theaters uit de tijd van 

Shakespeare en even daarna: één slordige schets van het interieur van een theater waar 

Shakespeare niet aan verbonden was, één dubieus panorama van iemand die misschien nog 

nooit in Londen is geweest en één afbeelding die is gemaakt toen Shakespeare er al een paar 

jaar niet meer was, waarop een theater staat waar hij nooit voor heeft geschreven (9). Het 
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enige wat je ervan kunt zeggen is dat ze zouden kunnen lijken op de theaters zoals 

Shakespeare ze kende, maar misschien ook wel niet. (10) 

Van wat er is opgetekend die periode worden we ook niet veel wijzer. (11) Het meeste 

van het beetje dat we weten over hoe het was om een toneelstuk bij te wonen in de tijd van 

Shakespeare, weten we van brieven en dagboeken van toeristen. Zij vonden het immers de 

moeite waard om te schrijven over al die nieuwe Londense bezienswaardigheden. Toch is het 

af en toe wat lastig om ze op waarde te schatten. In 1587 schreef een toerist van het platteland 

een brief aan z�n vader waarin hij enthousiast vertelde over een onverwachte gebeurtenis 

tijdens een voorstelling van de Admiral�s Men: een acteur wilde met zijn musket op een 

andere schieten, maar het kogeltje �miste het heerschap op wie hij richtte en doodde een kind 

en tevens een vrouw in blijde verwachting, en een andere man werd zeer pijnlijk op het hoofd 

getroffen.� (12) Het is moeilijk voor te stellen dat acteurs echte musketten afvuurden � in de 

zestiende eeuw waren dat niet veel meer dan exploderende stokken  � in een afgesloten ruimte 

zoals een theater, maar mocht het wel zo zijn, dan ga je je toch afvragen waar ze dan hadden 

gehoopt dat de kogel terechtkwam. (13) De Admiral�s Men werden de maand erop niet 

uitgenodigd om deel te nemen aan het Kerstfestijn aan het hof � terwijl dat normaal gesproken 

min of meer vanzelfsprekend zou zijn � dus het lijkt erop dat ze toch tijdelijk uit de gratie 

waren. 

We zouden nóg minder weten over de bezigheden en de structuur van het 

Elizabethaanse theaterleven als we niet in het bezit waren geweest van het dagboek en de 

aanverwante papieren van Philip Henslowe, de uitbater van het Rose en het Fortune theater. 

Henslowe was een veelzijdig man, al was niet alles wat hij deed even prijzenswaardig (14). 

Hij was impresario, kredietverschaffer, investeerder in onroerend goed, verkoper van 

timmerhout, stoffenverver, producent van stijfsel, maar vooral ook een behoorlijk succesvol 

bordeelhouder, onder andere. Hij was berucht bij toneelschrijvers, omdat hij ze vaak een klein 

voorschot gaf waarmee ze precies rond de armoedegrens konden leven, zodat hij des te sneller 

toneelstukken van ze kreeg. Hij had heel wat tekortkomingen, maar toch heeft Henslowe de 

geschiedenis een dienst bewezen door alles zeer nauwkeurig te documenteren. Zijn notities 

van 1592 tot 1603 zijn bewaard gebleven. Zijn dagboeken, zoals ze meestal worden genoemd, 

zijn eigenlijk meer een verzameling van allerlei tips en trucs: een recept om doofheid te 

genezen, aantekeningen over toverformules en zelfs een verhandeling over hoe je een paard 

het best kunt laten grazen (15). Maar er staan ook uiterst kostbare details in over de dagelijkse 

beslommeringen van zijn theaters, inclusief de titels van de toneelstukken die zijn gezelschap 

heeft opgevoerd en de acteurs die hij in dienst had, en een uitgebreide lijst met attributen en 
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garderobes (waaronder een wonderbaarlijk mysterieus �gewaad voor het onzichtbaar worden� 

(16)). 

De documenten van Henslowe bevatten ook een gedetailleerd contract uit 1600 voor 

de bouw van het Fortune Theater, voor een afgesproken prijs van 440 pond. Het Fortune 

theater leek niet veel op de Globe � het was iets groter en eerder vierkant dan rond � en er 

zaten geen tekeningen bij het contract, maar er stonden wel specificaties in over bijvoorbeeld 

de hoogte en diepte van de galerijen, de dikte van het hout voor de vloeren en het mengsel 

voor het pleisterwerk, en die zijn ongelooflijk waardevol geweest bij de bouw van de replica 

van het Globe Theater in Londen in 1997.  

Theaters die speciaal werden gebruikt om vermaak te bieden waren helemaal nieuw in 

Engeland in de tijd van Shakespeare. Voor die tijd werden toneelstukken opgevoerd op de 

binnenplaats van een herberg of in een zaal van een landhuis, of in een andere ruimte die 

normaal gesproken ergens anders voor werd gebruikt. Het eerste echte theater van Londen 

was waarschijnlijk de Red Lion, dat in 1567 in Whitechapel is gebouwd door een ondernemer 

met de naam John Brayne. Er is zo goed als niets bekend over de Red Lion, niet eens of het 

enige bekendheid genoot, maar het heeft waarschijnlijk niet erg lang mogen bestaan. Toch 

moet het theater iets goed hebben gedaan, want negen jaar nadat het was opgebouwd, was 

Brayne alsweer bezig aan een ander, dit keer samen met zijn schoonbroer James Burbage: 

timmerman in het dagelijks leven, maar acteur en impresario in hart en nieren (17). Hun 

nieuwe theater � met de welluidende naam �the Theatre� (18) � opende haar deuren in 1576, 

ongeveer honderd meter ten noorden van de stadsmuren, vlakbij Finsbury Fields in 

Shoreditch. Niet lang daarna opende ook de aartsrivaal van Burbage, Henslowe, verderop in 

de straat het Curtain Theater, en toen kon het drama beginnen in Londen (19). 

 

5.3.2 - Notes 

1) The register does not fit the historical description one would expect from a discussion of 

the life of Shakespeare. Bryson seems to initially downplay the importance of a drawing 

that has caused quite a stir at the time. The light tone should be preserved in the 

translation. 

2) This understatement has already been discussed above. When looking at the actual 

drawing, the perspective is hardly flawless indeed, but instead of slating it, he decided to 

stay nice. It seems as if Bryson resorts to understatement rather than, say, hyperbole 

whenever he discusses a topic that he does not know much about. It is his way of being 
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respectful, and that overall difference in style is very important for the translator to keep 

in mind. 

3) This is an example of a register switch by means of changing the sentence length. 

Bryson�s enthusiasm regarding the finding of the drawing is undone quite suddenly by 

one short sentence. The length of the sentence that holds the punch line is an important 

aspect of the humour of it, so in translation it should also remain short. 

4) Bryson enfeebles the idea that the replica Globe resembles the original one by stating 

quite bluntly and a little condescending that there was no other choice but to model it 

after that one drawing. In a way, he jokes at the expense of the scientists who have 

studied the Globe, in a manner that is slightly unlike him, because it is not as benevolent 

as his usual jokes. Since it is unlike his other jokes in this fragment and for Bryson in 

general, I am not sure whether or not the translator should necessarily preserve this tone. 

5) What is especially important in the translation of �pretty well conclusively� is the 

unexpected register. Bryson is discussing a scientific finding where colloquial diction is 

not fitting (i.e. �pretty well�). In science, something is either proven or it is not, so the 

qualifier here seems strange and therefore it is humorous.  

6) Understatement. 

7) Bryson annuls his rather elaborate explanation of the viewpoint of the drawing by 

suddenly mentioning it was an impossible one. The surprise effect that is created is 

humorous and should be preserved in the translation. 

8) In order to touch upon the right tone and create an idiomatic translation, I decided to add 

an understatement that does not in fact appear in the original text. Bryson originally 

wrote that the drawing �offers very little detail�, a sentence structure that is difficult to 

copy in Dutch. By translating the phrase into an understatement, the text has a better 

flow and a stronger punch line in the TT, without compromising Bryson�s style. 

9) This is a very elaborate Script Opposition, opposing SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH/ USELESS 

INFORMATION. Everything that Bryson has discussed so far is quickly done away with, 

by enumerating why none of the depictions of the Globe can be said to be authentic. The 

passage is also rather ironic, because there has evidently been a lot of research on the 

subject. The light, ironic diction needs to remain in translation. 

10) This is a redundant remark, which is why it is funny. Especially in a book where the 

reader hopes to learn more about the life and times of Shakespeare, a sentence like this 

one is unexpected. Although it is humorous, it does not pose a problem for translation. 
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11) Bryson introduces the next paragraph by means of a warning, as if he is apologizing 

upfront for the lack of proper, conclusive information. The TL offers a wonderfully 

idiomatic translation for this sentence. Again, the use of fairly colloquial diction 

provides the humorous effect, and by using the idiomatic expression in the TT, the 

translation is able to capture the original very well. 

12) The humour comes from two things in this joke: the register and the anecdote itself. The 

story itself it already funny, but Bryson makes the most of it by choosing to quote a 

medieval letter. Naturally, the anecdote does not pose a translation problem, but for the 

translator to capture the right �medieval� diction can be quite challenging. I for one had 

to resort to the insertion of a word like �tevens� to make sure the Dutch reader would 

understand that the language is supposed to come across as old-fashioned. I let go an 

initial urge to use a mock-archaic spelling (�teevensch�) because that would have been 

too over-the-top for this particular book. 

13) The �exploding sticks� are the only hyperbole used in this fragment, probably used here 

to enhance the feeling of disbelief in the reader. The hyperbole also builds up to 

Bryson�s remark �where they were hoping the musket ball would lodge�.  

14) Understatement. 

15) This joke has already been mentioned earlier in the light of Zabalbeascoa�s solution tree 

for translating jokes. This joke has already been mentioned earlier in the light of 

Zabalbeascoa�s solution tree for translating jokes. The sudden Script Opposition 

MYSTERIOUS/PLAIN is of course very surprising to the reader, but again, it is also the 

anecdote itself that is funny, as is the case for note 16. The translation should obviously 

make sure that the information on the horse is put last, although that will probably be 

more or less automatic. 

16) The diary of Henslowe contained such an enormous amount of information that Bryson 

probably had no difficulty picking out some odd notes, as evidenced by the grazing 

horse and the invisible robe here. Actually, the part of this joke that is the register switch 

is very similar to the register switch in note 12, the only difference being that the 

translation poses much less of a problem. A slight change of word order (compared to 

standard Dutch) suffices to add to the mystery and silliness of the remark. 

17) For the first time, Bryson uses a kind of linguistic joke, or at least he plays with 

language (by trade/by nature). This immediately presents the translator with a problem, 

because it is hardly ever possible to literally translate such jokes. Fortunately, the 

humorous idea behind it is not that complicated, which enables the translator to still 
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move quite freely. For the final translation I had to make concessions to the sentence 

length, but I added an SO by opposing a literal meaning to a figurative one (dagelijks 

leven/hart en nieren).  

18) I added a register switch for irony. In the ST, Bryson�s remark about the name of the 

theatre being the Theatre seems neutral at first sight, but his placing the name between 

dashes hints at irony: a name like that is only pointed out to make fun of. A literal 

translation would have been slightly unidiomatic and awkward (�het Theater genaamd�), 

so since the structure of the phrase had to change anyway, I decided to make Bryson�s 

irony a bit more explicit to ensure that the reader of the TT would get it. 

19) Bryson makes use of the double meaning of �theatrical�, which can fortunately be 

translated with the word �drama� in Dutch, which also has a double meaning. Since the 

double meaning is the most important aspect of this phrase because it holds the humour, 

the sentence structure and exact meaning in the TT will probably change in order for it 

to contain the same joke. As long as the sentence and instance of humour in the 

translation are still compatible with Bryson�s style, however, the translation is still 

successful. 

 

6 � Final Words 

This chapter marks the end of my thesis. Although this is obviously not a conclusive study 

on either Bill Bryson or the translation of humour, in a little over sixty pages I have 

hopefully been able to outline how humour works in narratives, and especially in narratives 

by Bill Bryson, of whom I have translated three fragments to illustrate my findings. What I 

found especially intriguing, is that there has still been so little research on the translation of 

humour, and especially humorous narratives. Although many of the researchers that I 

studied argue that most theories on humour translation that focus on jokes are essentially 

also applicable to the translation of humorous narratives, I feel they could not be more 

wrong. Bryson�s work is extremely humorous, as we have seen, but his jokes are patently 

not proper jokes. As can be seen from the discussion of the fragments, I hardly ever resorted 

to any of Attardo�s Knowledge Resources � save Script Opposition, which is indeed one of 

the most important aspects of any instance of humour � and never have I thought of 

employing Zabalbeascoa�s solution tree. The problems that arise with the translating of 

Bryson have to do with his overall charming writing style and the stylistic devices such as 

irony and hyperbole he uses. There are instances of punch lines � or jab lines, which is the 

proper term according to Attardo, but they are few and far between when compared to 
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actual jokes, of course. Apart from an evidently much clearer insight into the workings of 

humour and the translation thereof, I have come to the conclusion that the art of translating 

humour is, ultimately, a gift rather than a science. 
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